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Sentry ™ –
Stylish Des
Design Meets
Intuitive Functionality.
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The New Sentry
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y™ Multi-Point Hinged
Patio Door System.
ystem
t
Designed specifically forr the North
No American market, Truth Hardware’s
Multi-Point
Hinged Patio Door Hardware System
nt Hing
h optimal security. Market research told us what
combines flexibility with
you want and you will find it here in Truth’s new Sentry™ System. From
intuitive functionality like
90 degree thumbturn located above the
ke the 9
mance adjustable hinges and multiple handle
handle to high performance
designs, all of which easily a
adapt to your current door system – the
Multi-Point System
the superior quality and
ystem produces
p
performance
you expect from the leader in
erforma
engineered solutions – Truth Hardware.
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Independent dead bolt
feature allows you to secure
the door without engaging
the remote lock points

Dual-direction manual
flush bolt option for
inactive panel
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Reversible latch and
self-positioning anti-slam device
provide a non-handed system

Shoot bolts can be added
to hook or tongue versions to
improve DP performance

Scan this QR code with
your smart phone to see
Sentrryy™ in action!

For more information contact your
th Representative or visit www
w.truth.com
.truth.c
.truth.com
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XL Edge IGTM > Loå3-366® > Loå-i89TM > Neat®> Preserve®

Get more for less with new Loå-i89.
More visible light transmittance, less reflectance and now available in a less expensive annealed
version – that’s Loå-i89™. Yet it still delivers a center of glass U-Factor of just 0.20 when coupled
with our Loå2® or Loå3® glass and argon fill in a double-pane unit. If you’re ENERGY STAR compliant
today, by adding Loå-i89 you’ll be compliant tomorrow as well. What’s more, Loå-i89 is easy to clean
and there’s no haze to mar the view. New Loå-i89, our enhanced enhanced performance glass.
For more information, contact your Cardinal sales rep. Or visit cardinalcorp.com.

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE OF COATED GLASS
A CARDINAL GLASS INDUSTRIES COMPANY

TM

ENHANCED PERFORMANCE GLASS
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IMAGINE
a system customized to monitor your data AND initiate
action based on YOUR Key Performance Indicators.
It’s like having a team of assistants working
behind the scenes 24 hours a day.

WoodWare

WorkFlow
Matt Beaver
Supply Chain Manager
Heister House Millwork, Inc.
WoodWare customer for 15 years
“I recently participated in WoodWare’s
WorkFlow focus group and that was the
most brain-tantalizing 8 hours that I have
ever spent at any conference or seminar.
The Workflow Module has unlimited
capabilities and is a game changer!”

WoodWare Systems WorkFlow is a multi-dimensional tool giving you a
new level of control and flexibility....
Mass Customization available only from WoodWare!

MONITORED EVENTS WorkFlow monitors pre-defined conditions in the database,
and triggers events when conditions are met. For example, WorkFlow is set to monitor a ship date
change in the order header. When a change is detected, WorkFlow immediately emails and/or texts
the proper individuals with the customer name, phone number, order number and new ship date.

SCHEDULED EVENTS WorkFlow triggers events on a user-defined schedule. For
example, one or more times a day WorkFlow may scan certain types of special order items to
insure a purchase order has been placed. If not, WorkFlow notifies the proper purchasing agent
with the required information.
MULTI-PATH EVENT MANAGEMENT
WorkFlow manages multi-level tasks such as document approval flow for sales orders,
purchase orders, payables as well as work process flows requiring review and actions.
For a demo on WoodWare, WoodWare’s Warehouse Management
System, WebConnect, DocXT Imaging System, Embedded Business
Intelligence/Analytics and other exciting WoodWare developments,
please give WoodWare Sales a call at (901) 763-3999.
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This Month’s Shocker
BY

TARA

was intrigued this month while
researching and writing our
feature story on the new
Affordable Care Act and the effect
it has already had on door and
window companies. And the story
is not just about Obamacare, as it
is commonly referred, but rising
health care costs in general, and
how this is having a profound
effect on businesses.
A few items regarding the health
care issue shocked me and I wonder if it will you as well.
Maybe I should have titled this
column: what shocks and appalls
me—and saddens me.
I am appalled that health care
costs for Milanese Remodeling rose
98 percent when one of its employees Gabe Milanese was diagnosed
with brain cancer. And I am saddened that this increased the cost
of insurance so much that Mark
Milanese, Gabe’s brother, ultimately dropped health care insurance
for
his
employees.
Milanese Remodeling was once
known for having one of the best
health insurance plans in the
Pennsylvania area and now it
has none.
Our health care story also
follows Mike Gilkey, owner of
Gilkey Window Co., who
dropped insurance for
his employees due to
a hidden regulation
regarding birth control and abortions
that conflict with his
moral views. I am
shocked this hasn’t been
covered more widely by the
mainstream media. While
doing my research, I found
the major press on the sub-
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ject has been written by Catholic
or pro-life religious groups almost
exclusively.
Another regulation not widely
reported is the fact that the new
health care law includes a $63-perhead fee “to cushion the cost of
covering people with pre-existing
conditions,” according to one article. The fee had been overlooked by
many as employers focused on
other costs in the law, including
fines for medium and large firms
that don't provide coverage.
The result of all my research was
more sympathy for you, the business owner, as you navigate
through these rocky waters.
Hopefully this story will help
answer some of your questions and
prepare you for the upcoming regulations. Whether large or small,
owner or employee, the health care
changes will affect you.
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For more information and demo
movies, visit our website
www.prodim-systems.com
Prodim USA HQ
7454 Commercial Circle
Fort Pierce, FL 34951
T: (+1) 772 - 465 - 4000
888 - 229 - 3328 toll free
info@prodimusa.com
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PO Box 107 - 5700 AC
Helmond (NL)
T: +31 (0)492 579 050
F: +31 (0)492 579 059
info@prodim-systems.com
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AAMA ANALYSIS
dlewis@aamanet.org

The Quality is in the Details
Hardware Standards Evolve
BY
n this day of high-profile buzz
about energy-efficiency and
green attributes, a relatively
unsung but nevertheless critical
aspect of a door or window is its
operating hardware. Sash balances,
multi-bar hinges, door hinges, rotary
operators and roller assemblies—all
provide the products’ basic functionality. They must operate repeatedly for many years while withstanding the forces of nature and human
misuse. The only way to ensure this
reliability is to test to meaningful
performance standards that apply
test forces which simulate actual use
and operating environment.
AAMA
hardware
standards
designed to accomplish this task
cover basic components such as:
• Gear-type rotary and linear operators (AAMA 901-10). A good
example of the rigor of these standards is the requirement for 8,000
open/close cycles without any
compromise in performance.
• Sash Balances (AAMA 902-07)
and friction based sash balances
(AAMA 908-09). These cover
block-and-tackle, constant force,
spiral and gas shock balances,
rating them for travel range,
minimum and maximum sash
weight carrying capacity and the
force required to initiate and
maintain sash movement.
• Multi-bar hinges (AAMA 90409). This standard provides maximum weight, height and width
ratings for the multi-bar hinges
used in casement, project-out,
parallel-opening and project-in
configurations.
• Sliding glass door roller assemblies (AAMA 906-07). The
required testing includes 10,000

I
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full-open/full-close cycles without the roller jumping its track or
causing the door sash to become
more difficult to operate.
• Door hinges and locks. Standards
also exist that govern hardware
performance for exterior sidehinged doors. These cover
open/close cycling (AAMA 92011), vertical cantilevered loading
on the door edge opposite the
hinges (AAMA 925-07) and water
penetration of locking/latching
hardware (AAMA 930-03).
If a door or window is to be certified under the code-mandated
North
American
Fenestration
Standard (NAFS) these components
must also be verified through testing as meeting the listed standards.
As anyone involved in the process
knows, it’s virtually a full-time effort
to ensure these standards include or
reference current test methods and
address the moving target of evolving technology, as well as the changing requirements set forth by various codes and performance rating
programs. Many of these changing
requirements are spurred by safety
and security considerations and
market expectations as to a product’s ease of use and service life.
By way of example of the ongoing
effort to stay current, newly updated
within the last few months is AAMA
907-12, Voluntary Specification for
Corrosion Resistant Coatings on
Carbon Steel Components. All steel
hardware items, except those made
of stainless steel, must meet AAMA
907, which requires hardware made
of carbon steel to have a corrosionresistant coating of cadmium, zinc
or nickel-and-chrome plating.
Also newly released is AAMA 903-

>I

12,
Voluntary
Standard
for
Performance Testing of Handle Sets
used with Multipoint Hardware on
Side-Hinged Doors. Other hardware
standards typically test a lock and its
handle set together, which often
results in many performance
requirements for the lock but few for
the accompanying handle set. But
AAMA 903 defines performance criteria unique to handle sets, providing
users with more capability to evaluate these products specifically.
The latest addition to this collection is the first North American standard for evaluating the durability of
multipoint locking hardware for sidehinged door systems. AAMA 909-13,
Voluntary Specification for Cycle
Performance and Testing of SideHinged Exterior Door Multipoint
Locking Hardware. Prior to this publication, the only existing applicable
North American standards dealt with
single-point locking hardware, such
as a typical latch and dead bolt. There
was never a standardized set of basic
product requirements unique to multipoint locking hardware. The test
methods and evaluation criteria in
AAMA 909 ensure a rigorous representation of real-world lock use.
For certification and code
approval, meeting every current
component performance specification—right down to the sash balances and sliding door rollers—is as
much a requirement as passing
structural load tests for the entire
product. It’s one more critical aspect
of effective quality control.
❙
Dean Lewis serves as educational and
technical information manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers
Association in Schaumburg, Ill.
www.dwmmag.com
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Royal Building Products // Window & Door Profiles is North
America’s leader in vinyl profile extrusions serving the
residential home improvement and construction markets.
The Royal Window & Door product line is marketed through
OEM Window & Door Fabricators. RWDP seeks to
differentiate from other extrusion
suppliers through a value-added strategy
that includes product mix (Custom and
Platform Window Profiles, Patio Doors,
Trim Systems and Color Solutions)
innovation, quality and service.

Window Profiles

Patio Doors

Trim Systems

Color Solutions

An Axiall Company

71 Royal Group Crescent, Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9
1.866.852.2791
www.royalbuildingproducts.com • rwdp@royalbuildingproducts.com

facebook.com/royalbuildingproducts

twitter.com/royalBP

linkedin.com/company/royal-building-products

youtube.com/user/royalbuildingproduct
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TREND TRACKER
mcollins@buildingia.com

Capital Investment
When Managers Become Owners
BY

MICHAEL

COLLINS

any business owners are Pursuing an MBO
interested in selling their
Making investments in concompany to their senior junction with management teams
management team. These individ- helps PE funds address some of
uals have helped build the compa- the toughest risks in making an
ny over time and no one knows acquisition. Every selling owner
the company better. The problem paints the same picture. Each says
is the typical senior management he is not needed for the success of
team lacks the capital to acquire the company, but is it true? Will
the company for which they work. the management team work as
A management buyout (MBO) hard for a new owner, or will they
provides the means for a manage- seek greener pastures? An MBO,
ment team to undertake an acqui- especially one where the selling
sition, with capital assistance from owner maintains some ownera private equity (PE) investor. The ship, elegantly addresses th ese
most recent example of an MBO in concerns.
this industry is the investment by
Companies where the owner has
ShoreView Industries in MI already begun to back away from
Windows and Doors. In that trans- the business, by delegating signifiaction, the PE fund acquired a cant amounts of authority to senior
minority stake in the busimanagers, make ideal candiness, something an
dates for a manageincreasing numment buyout. Other
ber of funds
owners may have
Other owners may have
are willing
promised their
promised their senior managers
to do.
senior man‘someday, you’ll own this place,’
agers “someday,
you’ll
without having a real plan in mind
own
this
for how to accomplish that
place,” without
ownership transfer.
having a real plan
in mind for how to
accomplish that ownership transfer. As time passes, these owners may find
themselves considering the
sale of the company to a large
strategic buyer. This is highly
unlikely to result in the management team having actual equity
ownership in the business postsale (although management
incentives may mimic some of
the effects of equity). An
MBO would leave the managers with ownership and
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make up for a good transition plan
that became delayed.
Most sellers want their managers to have better opportunities
after a transaction. Sellers would
seldom be happy to know that a
buyer planned to be the new
broom that sweeps the management team clean. There is somewhat less risk of this happening
in a sale to a private equity buyer,
whether or not it is structured as
an MBO. PE funds avoid the risk
of replacing key members of
management. Typically, they also
lack an internal bench of ma nagement talent they are seeking
to promote out into the acquired
company, as is often the case with
a strategic buyer.
Concern for the management
team notwithstanding, the seller
will select the buyer that makes
the best overall offer for the company. Members of a management
team should be cautious regarding
their initial approach to discuss
the owner’s possible interest in a
management buyout. It is important to make it clear that the
inquiry is just that, an inquiry. It is
critical to avoid the appearance of
an ultimatum or a mutiny. It must
be clear that the senior managers
are willing to continue in their current roles if the owner rejects pursuing an MBO. Depending on the
owner’s goals, though, an MBO
might be an ideal and profitable
solution for all involved.
❙
Michael Collins is an investment banker
and a partner in Building Industry
Advisors. He specializes in mergers and
acquisitions in the door and window
industry.
www.dwmmag.com
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Performance products direct from the manufacturer.

ENGINEERED
TO PERFORM
VISION 7300 High performance Tilt Latch

Vision Hardware’s patented 7300 series tilt latch is designed to increase window
performance. Our engineers have implemented every possible benefit into this design
to enable your products to achieve better test results.
Standard Benefits Include:
Q Unibody construction incorporates a perimeter channel providing a continuous
overlap interlock.
Q 3 step multipoint fastening system adjusts to multiple extrusion thicknesses.
Q Ribbed tongue/bolt assures greater jamb traction under load
Q Fits into standard rout without special processing
Available in round or square back with multiple button and tongue designs.
The 7300 Series can be implemented easily into your current products. Log on to
www.VisionHardware.com to order a sample or call for a presentation today.
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WDMA UPDATE
bgann@wdma.com

Round Two
Senators Reintroduce Energy Legislation
BY
enators Rob Portman (ROhio) and Jeanne Shaheen
(D-N.H.) have renewed their
efforts on energy efficiency with the
reintroduction of the Energy Savings
and Industrial Competitiveness Act
(S.761), better known as ShaheenPortman. The senators are optimistic that the deficit-neutral proposal will help attract bipartisan
support. An identical bill in the
House of Representatives (H.R.
1616) has been introduced by
Representatives David McKinley (RW.V.) and Peter Welch (D-Vt.)
Similar energy-efficiency legislation introduced last year by the
Senators cleared the Senate Energy
and Natural Resources Committee.
WDMA supported last year’s legislation that was endorsed by a diverse
group of more than 200 organizations including the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the National Association
of Manufacturers and the Natural
Resources Defense Council. Several
provisions of that legislation, which
focus on industrial and federal
agency efficiency, were signed into
law in December as part of a manufacturing efficiency bill.
The legislation passed last year
focused primarily on research,
such as identifying best practices
for advanced metering, requiring
federal facilities to track energy
and water consumption and asking the Department of Energy
(DOE) to examine barriers to
energy efficiency in the industrial
sector.
Building upon the earlier congressional support for energy efficiency, the new bill embraces a
bipartisan approach to spur the
use of energy-efficiency technolo-
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The legislation establishes a new DOE
program called Supply Star to enhance the
efficiency of companies’ supply chains.
gies in the residential, commercial
and industrial sectors.

New Version
The current version does differ
in some significant ways from the
bill in the last Congress. Provisions
requiring the DOE to expand its
loan program to fund energy-efficiency retrofits of buildings and the
establishment of a revolving loan
program for state Industrial Energy
Efficiency Partnerships have been
dropped following opposition from
Senate Republicans.
Instead, the latest version calls for
a state-based private financing program to encourage industrial energy
efficiency upgrades. Also of interest to
manufacturers, the legislation establishes a new DOE program called
Supply Star to enhance the efficiency of companies’ supply chains.

Voluntary Codes
WDMA continues to monitor the
focus of the legislation on national
model building codes. Last year, we
were concerned by an early version
of the bill that would have established a “zero-net-energy” building
performance
goal
by
2030.
However, after negotiations with
Sens. Shaheen and Portman that
language was removed and no
longer includes provisions to create
a de facto federal energy code
administered by DOE.
Any increase in efficiency standards for new building codes

>I

would be completely voluntary.
The agency is still allowed to offer
building-efficiency targets, as part
of the International Energy
Efficiency Code (IECC) and
ASHRAE Standard 90.1, but
Shaheen-Portman requires DOE
to establish all targets and determinations related to national
model codes through public
notice and comment rulemaking
procedures.
The bill does require DOE to
make publicly available the analysis
and methodology it uses to calculate
energy savings as IECC/ASHRAE
codes and standards are revised
from one version to the next, and
incorporates economic considerations, including “return on investment” and small business impact
review analysis. Consideration is
also given to building occupant
behaviors and “plug load” uses as
energy targets are developed and
adjusted and there are allowances
for separate targets for residential
and commercial buildings.
As an incentive for states to
adopt the standards set by DOE,
additional funding will be available
to those states that achieve and
document full compliance with
both the residential and commercial building energy codes.
❙
Ben Gann is director of legislative affairs
and grassroots activities for the Window
and Door Manufacturers Association in
Washington, D.C.
www.dwmmag.com
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AMD HEADLINES
rleone@amdweb.com

Widening the Fold
The First Steps Towards a New Prototype
BY
his past year the Association
of Millwork Distributors
(AMD) extended invitations
to several industry organization
leaders to come together and
explore the possibilities of providing added value to our members.
Would trade associations that hold
tight to their history, membership
criteria, bylaws and encapsulated
structures; be willing to step away
from their association mold?
Would association executives be
willing to gather in one place and
engage in open dialogue about the
fallout from a derailed housing
market? Would they unveil the current health of their organization;
including strengths and weaknesses? We’ve come a long way from
the days when business competitors wouldn’t want to be in the
same room. Today, they’re sitting
across from one another in a
roundtable forum discussing best
practices. The same could be true
of associations. There seemed no
better time, than the present, to
test the waters.

T

The Players
Each invited organization represented a particular segment of the
building industry. It was important
to provide a forum where association leaders could come together to
exchange dialogue without hesitation. AMD hosted the first
Leadership Forum, “Associations in
Synergy,” in February 2012 at AMD
headquarters in New Port Richey,
Fla. AMD welcomed the Cabinet
Makers Association (CMA); The
Door and Hardware Institute
(DHI); Moulding and Millwork
Producers Association (MMPA);
12
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North American Building Material
Distribution Association (NBMDA);
North American Wholesale Lumber
Association (NAWLA); Stairway
Manufacturers’ Association (SMA);
Wood Machinery Manufacturers of
America (WMMA); and the Wood
Machinery Industry Association
(WMIA). This was an exciting time
for us, as executives, to finally connect with one another and take the
first step towards establishing new
relationships.
Since the initial Leadership
Forum, the group has since met in
June 2012, at NBMDA headquarters in Chicago; and again this past
January in Las Vegas hosted by
WMMA and is scheduled to meet
again this summer. In our last
meeting, two additional organizations
were
welcomed,
the
Association of Woodworking &
Furnishings Suppliers (AWFS) and
Composite Panel Association
(CPA). Our agenda included establishing guidelines, criteria and
providing structure to the forum.
For the most part, the group as a
whole is in the early stages; peeling through the multiple layers
and still learning about each
organization. As we move forward,
removing a layer at a time, we will
discover how to connect the dots
between our groups. Some leaders
have already linked together, such
as AMD and the NAWLA, who,
both for the first time, brought
their members together at a
Leadership Conference in April
2013, in Florida.
We’re not the only ones forging
relationships. This year, the
National Association of Home
Builders (NAHB) and National

>I

Kitchen & Bath Association
announced they will bring their
trade shows together in 2014.
Today, the business model infrastructure continues to adapt to
the “new normal,” and industry
trade associations are introducing
a new prototype as well; one
which may include partnering on
education, conferences, marketing, tradeshows, and the other
new ventures.

Separate Identities
Association members are passionate about their organization,
maintaining their history, mission
and identity. With that in mind,
each new endeavor between associations is a work in progress. The
leadership, members and staff,
must all buy in and be open to
change. We must find common
ground, be patient and be willing to
compromise. Even with efforts
from all parties, there may be a
need for fine tuning as things begin
to unfold. However, the benefits for
the members and association can
outweigh the obstacles. Like today’s
new business model designed to
align with the industry and the
needs of its customers, industry
trade associations are introducing a
new prototype to meet the member
needs of today.
As Steve Jobs said, “The heaviness of being successful was
replaced by the lightness of being
a beginner again, less sure about
everything. It freed me to enter
one of the most creative periods of
my life.”
❙
Rosalie Leone is CEO of the Association
of Millwork Distributors.
www.dwmmag.com
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Two hardware companies
with a singular
focus

Roto North America now includes
Roto Frank of America and Roto Fasco Canada.
Two great companies with a combined heritage in North America for over 80 years,
our commitment to building great relationships and providing quality window and door
hardware to our customers is now stronger than ever.
• Customer-driven organization that provides unparalleled, personal service
• Comprehensive product line of North American and European window & door hardware
• Production facilities in US and Canada
• Reliability and quality you can trust
• Professional and accessible sales and technical support

Excellence in Window & Door Hardware

rotohardware.com

Your Partner in Window & Door Hardware

fasco.ca

WINDOW
W
INDOW HARDWARE
HARDWARE: CASEMENT
CASEMENT & AWNING,
AWNING, S
SINGLE
INGLE HUNG
HUNG & D
DOUBLE
OUBLE HUNG,
HUNG, TILT
TILT & TURN
TURN
DOOR HARDWARE
HARDWARE: SLIDING
SLIDING PATIO,
PATIO, HINGED
HINGED PATIO,
PATIO, EURO
EURO
DOOR
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EYE ON ENERGY
eric.jackson@quanex.com

Renewed Interest
Net-Zero Homes Gain Energy
BY
efore the housing crisis, the
building and construction
industry was abuzz about
net-zero homes and buildings.
Many countries, states and local
authorities pledged to achieve widespread net-zero status in aggressive
timelines—some as soon as 2015.
Strides have been made in netzero efforts, but perhaps not as great
as expected. When fewer were buying, fewer were building, and even
fewer still were willing to invest in
the technologies and upgrades necessary to build a net-zero home.
That’s not to say the net-zero
concept disappeared and was forgotten. It was merely overshadowed by larger concerns in the
building and construction industry.
But today that is changing.
As the new construction market
continues to improve (in some areas
more than others) and the dust is
settling, we are seeing more builders
recommitting themselves to these
ecologically balanced structures.

ERIC

JACKSON
opment of building code standards
for net-zero homes. Aside from forward-thinking localities, very few
codes exist. But, that could be
about to change.

B

Basic Training
A web search will yield endless
results defining net-zero. But in the
most basic sense it is a residential
or commercial building that produces as much (or more) energy as
it consumes in a year. This can be
accomplished through a combination of energy-producing features
(solar power, wind power) and efficiency solutions, such as doublestudded walls, triple-pane windows, natural summer ventilation,
super-efficient
heating/cooling
systems, as well as appliances.
Advancements in these technologies have made net-zero homes
more feasible in terms of both cost
14
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The Next Frontier?

EnergyCore® windows incorporate a
patented AirCell technology, and a special
coextruded PVC foam-fill that provides a
fully insulated core within the vinyl frame.
and the ability to actually achieve
net-zero results. Some state and
local authorities are even offering
incentives to builders and homeowners investing in net-zero homes.

New Developments
As net-zero gains energy, some
window manufacturers who have
invested in technologies that
achieve the highest levels of energy
efficiency are cashing in. One example is MI Windows and Doors
(MIWD) which, with their MI
EnergyCore® product, has landed
more than one net zero job in the
past year.
MIWD is working on a home in
Tucson which will be the first netzero energy house using the
City/County Net-Zero Energy
Building Standard. With an expected HERS rating of -17, the home is
expected to produce all its own
energy and will be able to sell
excess energy produced back to the
local utility.
Tucson is considered one of the
pioneer communities in the devel-
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As net-zero homes are garnering
more mainstream interest, we are
seeing more investments being
made in research as well. Notably, in
September 2012, the National
Institute
of
Standards
and
Technology (NIST) unveiled a new
laboratory that looks and behaves
like an actual house, but was built to
U.S. Green Building Council LEED ®
Platinum standards. The two-story,
four-bedroom, three-bath facility
incorporates energy-efficient construction and appliances, as well as
energy-generating technologies,
such as solar water heating and
solar photovoltaic systems.
For one year, NIST researchers
will use computer controls to simulate the activities of a family of
four living in the home with lights
turning off and on at specified
times and hot water and appliances will run. Like Vision House,
the lab will give and take from the
energy grid with the goal of achieving net-zero energy used over the
course of the year.
At the end of the year, the facility
will be used to improve test methods
for energy-efficient technologies and
develop cost-effective design standards for energy-efficient homes.
Initiatives such as this lead us to
believe that standardization is on its
way. And we should be prepared. ❙
Eric Jackson serves as director, external
affairs, for Quanex Building Products.
www.dwmmag.com
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What’s News
COMPANY NEWS

Changes Reign at Hardware Suppliers
he hardware industry made
news in May, as two companies made acquisitions and a
third announced it will sell its hardware brand.
First up in early May was the
news that Melrose Industries Plc,
a London-based acquisition company, announced that it signed a
conditional agreement for the
sale of Truth Hardware to Tyman
Plc for a total consideration of
$200 million, payable in cash
upon completion. Tyman Plc, also
based
in
London,
owns
Amesbury, a North American
hardware supplier.
Tyman officials described the
pending acquisition as “a strategic
opportunity to enhance the [hardware] Group’s position in the North
American door and window components market where Tyman sees
significant opportunity for continued growth.”
Company officials also noted

T

that Truth Hardware provides an
“excellent strategic fit” with
Amesbury
Group’s
North
American division. In particular,
the acquisition will give the
Group: an expanded and highly
complementary product portfolio
especially in casement hardware
categories; an enlarged and strategically positioned manufacturing
footprint, including a facility in
Canada; and the potential for a
meaningful market share in
Canada, according to Tyman.
“The acquisition is fully in-line
with Tyman’s stated strategy of
growth and represents a strategic
opportunity to further develop
our business in North America,”
added Louis Eperjesi, Tyman
chief executive.
For the full-year 2012, Truth
recorded sales of $126.0 million,
operating profit of $18.6 million
and EBITDA of $22.5 million,
according to Melrose.

“We are very pleased with the
progress Truth has made since
our acquisition of FKI Plc in 2008
and we believe it is now well
placed for the future. As planned
at acquisition, we are disposing of
Truth at the early stages of what
appears to be a recovery in the
United States housing market,”
read a statement from Melrose.
“Tyman is well-positioned to add
further value to the business and
we wish them and Truth all future
success.”
The consideration is on a debtand cash-free basis. Melrose, which
has owned Truth since June 2008,
said it intends to use the proceeds
to pay down existing borrowings.
Completion of the deal was expected to occur in June.
A few days after the Truth
annoucement,
Roto
Frank
acquired Brazilian hardware
manufacturer Fermax. Roto’s
global CEO Dr. Eckhard Keill, said

ANNIVERSARIES

Caldwell Celebrates 125 Years
Given the state of the industry for
the last several years, in some cases it
has been an accomplishment to make

it from one year to the next. Thus,
Caldwell Manufacturing Co., based in
Rochester, N.Y., is particularly proud

Ed Belcher (digging, foreground) helps break ground on Caldwell’s new
headquarters in Ogden, N.Y., in June 1984.
16
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of its 125-year anniversary celebrated in June.
The company is planning several
internal activities including luncheons and a steak roast to celebrate
this momentous occasion, says John
Kessler, vice president, sales and marketing. Externally the company has
committed to partnering/sponsoring
in the construction of a Habitat
home in Rochester, NY as well as
donating 125 windows to Habitat for
Humanity.
(continued in box on 17)
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the company’s latest investment
has “greatly strengthened Roto’s
regional position by tapping into
the enormous growth potential of
the Latin American door and
window market.” He added that
this latest acquisition “fits perfectly” into Roto’s international
portfolio.
“As the second largest player in
the Brazilian hardware market,
Fermax boasts great proficiency in
fabrication and has an extensive
portfolio of specialized products
for the region,” said Keill. “Thanks
to its sales network, the company
supplies a wide range of dealers
and system manufacturers. As
soon as the company is fully integrated into the Roto Group it
could serve as an important
bridge to markets in all of Latin
America—both
geographically
and with regard to product policy.
The acquisition also underscores
our company philosophy of being
close to the customer.”
Newell Rubbermaid was a bit
quieter regarding the news that it
intends to “pursue the sale” of its
Hardware and Teach Platform businesses, which includes its Ashland®
hardware brand.
When reporting its first quarter
2013 financial results, the company
said the decision comes as part of
its “strategic changes.” Newell
added that “the divestiture of these
businesses will create a fastergrowing, higher margin and more
focused portfolio, enabling accelerated performance.”
The related results of operations
of these businesses are reported as
discontinued operations in the
company’s financial statements.
www.dwmmag.com
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Top: Caldwell’s Williamsport,
Md., facility. Bottom left to
right: CK Boucher, son of
company
founder
Allen
Boucher.

A Rich History
When William Caldwell and
Allen Boucher teamed up in
1888 to invent “modern-day window
hardware” they may not have
dreamed about being around more
than a century later.
The company now has more than
300 employees, tens of millions of dollars in revenue and eight facilities in
three countries, including the U.S.,
Mexico and the U.K. The Boucher family continues to lead the closely held corporation, now in its fourth generation.
The founders are credited with
development of the clockspring counterbalance in 1888 replacing the pulley-and-weight system that had
been used in window construction
for centuries. Today, Caldwell says it
is the oldest manufacturer of sash
balances with more than 100
patents to its name.
Company executives like to share
stories that prove the longevity of its
products. For example, more than 60
years after Caldwell sash balances
were installed in the Syracuse, N.Y.,
City Hall in 1891, it was reported that
they were “working as smoothly today
as they were when first installed.”
Around the same time, as the energy crisis of the 1970s began to take its
toll, Caldwell began developing energy-saving window components, and

even altered its own manufacturing processes to be more energy
efficient.
“Our focus has always been on how
our actions affect our customers,”
said Eric Mertz, president and CEO.
“With customers foremost in the
company’s mind, Caldwell continues
to develop new products well ahead
of its competitors.”
It seems Caldwell is more interested in leading the way than following
the norm. Allen C. Boucher was quoted in a Democrat & Chronicle article
as saying, “Caldwell is more interested
in acquiring than in being acquired.”
“The company is extremely proud of
the heritage and brand that has been
built around Caldwell—and this is a
feature that cannot be easily replaced,”
said John Kessler, vice president, sales
and marketing. “Thus, building on the
brand domestically, geographically and
through product breadth remains a key
focus for the business.”
This philosophy will make it interesting to see what leadership has
planned for the next 125 years.
“Our desire is to provide the market with "solutions that set new
standards" by exceeding customer
expectations in everything we do,”
Kessler added.
❙
June 2013
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Two Companies Explain Their Choices in Light of the New Health Care Law
By Tara Taffera
fter years of debate it seems
comprehensive health care
reform—via
President
Obama’s Affordable Care Act—is
set to go into effect January 1,
2014. To gauge the impact this new
plan, and healthcare in general, is
having on door and window companies we spoke to two very different window company owners.
One is a manufacturer with more
than 50 employees and the other
a dealer with less than 30
employees
and
installers.
Surprisingly, we found costs
aren’t
the
only items
shaping

A

these decisions. In fact, you may
be stunned at the factors driving
their healthcare choices.

Case Study: Window
Manufacturer
Gilkey Window Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Approximately 100 employees
Moral philosophies are driving
the way Mike Gilkey, owner, Gilkey
Window Co., makes his decisions
about health care.

Mike Gilkey

Back Story
Gilkey Window Co. has been in
business since 1978 and has provided employer paid health care
to his employees since 1990. As
of April 1, 2013, however, workers
there have to pay for their own
health care as Gilkey has ended
coverage.
Come January 1, 2014, when the
plan goes into effect, Gilkey will
otherwise have to pay $2,000 per
employee for the sum of $140,000
per year. He must fork over these
fines as he is not offering health
care to his employees.
18
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Why not just offer a medical
plan? For Gilkey, it’s a matter of
principle. The reason he dropped
his coverage is due to a little known
part of the plan (see page 19).
“From what I understand, under
Obamacare, $1.00 per month of each
person’s premium goes to subsidize
abortion costs,” says Gilkey. “Also,
with the mis-named ‘Contraceptive
Mandate’ (see page 19) all policies
must cover birth control pills and
devices. These ‘birth control’ methods interfere with human lives after
they have been created.”
So were employees at Gilkey suddenly wondering what they would do
to cover their medical costs? Actually
it wasn’t that sudden and employees
may not have been that surprised.
Gilkey, who says “he is lucky to be a
Catholic,” isn’t shy about his views.
“Even before the presidential election I knew this was coming and sent
a letter to my people so they could
vote accordingly,” he says. “I guess I
was trying to influence votes. That
shoe dropped when Obama was
reelected, then the other shoe
dropped when our health care
renewal was coming up. At the meetings there was no pushback at all. I
thought there would be and I wanted
to be prepared and let them know
what their options were.”
Though he didn’t agree with the
health care plan he would have
complied with its principles.
“I thought it would be a mistake
for the economy but I would have
gone along with it,” he says. “We
www.dwmmag.com
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could all go bankrupt together.”
All that changed when he
learned the details. Still, he didn’t
want to just drop the insurance so
he tasked his insurance agent with
finding a new plan.
“I felt like it was our job to search
for options for our employees as we
could do it easier than they could.”
Ultimately, he couldn’t find a health
care program that didn’t conflict
with his moral views. Gilkey now
offers employees the limited pay
basic care program from Reliance
Standard Life Insurance Company
based in Philadelphia.
“This program is not considered
a health insurance plan therefore it
doesn’t need to meet or contain the
Obamacare requirements including the contraceptive/abortion
aspects,” says Gilkey. “My company
does pay half of the monthly premiums of our employees, and it will be
a significant help to them and their
families if needed.”

The Numbers Game
Though Gilkey was accommodating, searching for a new plan that
kept employee’s interest in mind, he
did look seriously at reducing the
number of his employees to less

What is the HHS
Mandate?
On February 15, 2012, the Obama
Administration published a final rule
mandating contraception and sterilization coverage in almost all private
health plans nationwide, with a narrow exemption for some religious
employers. The rule was published by
the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), Department of Labor
and Department of the Treasury.
According to that rulemaking,
“Section 2713 of the PHS (Public Health
Service) Act, as added by the Affordable
Care Act and incorporated into ERISA
www.dwmmag.com
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than 50—if he did, these
moral dilemmas would vanish and he wouldn’t have to
comply with the mandate. He
considered firing his in-house
salespeople and installers and
instead subcontracting the work. He
even made a drastic move regarding
his insulating glass (IG) production.
The company no longer produces its
own IG, so those employees were let
go which reduced his count by 12.
Still he had 38 more to downsize and
he just couldn’t figure out how to
reduce that number of employees
and still operate his company.
According to the health care plan,
Gilkey’s employee count would be
based on a six-consecutive-month
period in 2013. “So we would have
had to get down by June 1 to 49 people,” he says. “My installers were
telling me it would be hard for them
to adjust to pay their own taxes, etc.
I was feeling it out with them and
realized this would create more than
$2,000-per-employee of chaos.
“After anguishing over the whole
thing, we figured it’s better not to
have it, but pay the penalty. As we
worked through it we realized getting our count to below 50 would be
a mortal blow to the company,”

(Employee Retirement Income Security
Act) and the Code, requires that nongrandfathered group health plans and
health insurance issuers offering group
or individual health insurance coverage
provide benefits for certain preventive
health services without the imposition
of cost sharing. These preventive health
services include, with respect to women,
preventive care and screening provided
for in the comprehensive guidelines
supported by the Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA) that
were issued on August 1, 2011.”
The HRSA Guidelines require coverage
for ‘‘all Food and Drug Administration
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As part of the health care act, employers
must offer a plan that offers birth
control, a madate that conflicts with
owner Mike Gilkey's moral views.
adds Gilkey.
What happened to his IG line?
Will that be resurrected now that
Gilkey doesn’t have to aim for less
than 50 employees? He says he is
going to stick to that decision and
sell the equipment: he now buys his
IG from Cardinal.
“It’s a loss of jobs, and yes it will
cost more to purchase our glass but
we won’t go back,” says Gilkey. “It was
gut-wrenching firing these people.”

Is There Hope?
Though this whole issue of abortion and contraceptives as it relates
to health care has not been widely
reported, a deeper look will reveal
continued on page 20

[(FDA)] approved contraceptive methods,
sterilization procedures and patient education and counseling for all women with
reproductive capacity, as prescribed by a
provider,” according to that rulemaking.
The exemption for “religious
employers” pertains to the following
groups, according to the Federal
Register announcement. “A religious
employer is one that: (1) Has the inculcation of religious values as its purpose; (2) primarily employs persons
who share its religious tenets; (3) primarily serves persons who share its religious tenets; and (4) is a non-profit
organization described in section …”
June 2013
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continued from page 19

some very high-profile companies
such as Hobby Lobby, Dominoes
and Chick-fil-a, fighting back on this
very same issue (see below). Gilkey
explains that even though the plan
doesn’t go into effect until January 1,
2014, a company has to be compliant when their health insurance
comes up for renewal—and for
Gilkey that was May 1, 2013.
“Somehow the Hobby Lobby
attorneys wiggled it around and now
they don’t have to renew until
December 31. They bought themselves one more year … Domino’s
Pizza was also successful in getting
an injunction against the mandate.”
Yes those companies are giants
compared to Gilkey’s, but why didn’t he fight back? He couldn’t, due
to an overlooked fact that he continues to lament today.
Gilkey told his human resources
(HR) division that he didn’t want a
health plan that covered birth control and abortion.
“Last February I found that my
health plan was covering birth control. I mentioned it and my HR
director (who happens to be
Gilkey’s sister) said she was unaware
of what the plan covered,” he says. “I

Full Court Press
Although Mike Gilkey couldn’t file a
lawsuit, other companies did just that.
As of the end of April, 60 lawsuits challenged the Obama administration’s contraception coverage mandate. Legal
experts predict that the Supreme Court
will take up the issue sometime this year.
The Thomas More Law Center
(TMLC), a national non-profit publicinterest law firm based in Ann Arbor,
Mich., announced in March that it has
filed its fourth legal challenge to the
HHS Mandate. This fourth case was
filed on behalf of Michael Potter,
chairman and president of Eden Foods.
20
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truly believe she didn’t know. I didn’t
have standing to file a lawsuit as I
inadvertently covered it before.”
Other companies can file lawsuits and they have done so in large
numbers (see below). “Hopefully
the Supreme Court takes the case
and they throw out this mandate,”
says Gilkey.

affected by the health care plan—
with less than 50 employees it is not
required to offer health care. Like
Gilkey, Milanese wrestled with rising
health plan costs and ultimately
dropped insurance for his workers.

Back Story

The story of Mark Milanese, owner
of Milanese Remodeling, in the
Pennsylvania
steel
town
of
Coatesville couldn’t be more different
than Gilkey’s. Ultimately, employees
at this window company are not

Employees at this window company are younger, says Milanese,
and he has always provided insurance—he had to.
“We are in the steel belt,” he says.
“We have always competed for
union steel workers [who have
great benefits] so our benefits were
always extraordinary.
He adds, however, that at some
point it was more than a competitive advantage—“it became a moral
obligation,” he says.
The steel worker eventually
became extinct, and a city that
once had three blue collar workers
for every one white collar now has
two white collars for every blue, so
to speak.
“I no longer was obligated to
provide health insurance to compete for laborers, I did it to be able
to sleep at night I needed to know
they would have health insurance,”

TMLC attorney Erin Mersino has been
spearheading the Law Center's legal initiatives against the Federal Government's
HHS Mandate, which, according to
Mersino, requires companies to provide
insurance for their employees that cover
and promote abortion-inducing drugs
and contraception. Thus far, Mersino has
secured preliminary injunctions against
enforcement of the HHS Mandate for
two of the employers she is representing.
Motions for preliminary injunctions in
her other two cases are forthcoming.
Mersino obtained a preliminary injunction against enforcement of the HHS
mandate on behalf of Thomas Monaghan,

a nationally known Catholic businessman
who founded Domino’s Pizza.
In past years Potter was able to
exclude from his company's Blue Cross
policy insurance coverage for contraception and abortion-inducing drugs,
categorized by Blue Cross as "Lifestyle"
drugs. However, in March he discovered
that Blue Cross inserted the HHS mandated coverage without his knowledge
or consent, says Mersino.
The purpose of the lawsuits are to
seek a court ruling that permanently
blocks implementation of the HHS
Mandate, according to a press release
issued by Mersino.

Case Study: Window Dealer
Milanese Remodeling
Coatesville, Pa.
27 employees

Mark Milanese

>I
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says Milanese. “How can I look my
employees in the eye if I have better
insurance than them—if their children don’t have the same opportunities as mine?”

What Changed?
So how did he get from there to
here—from exemplary coverage to
none? It’s simple: his brother, Gabe,
who also works for the company,
was diagnosed with brain cancer.
“We were given a 60-day notice
of a 98-percent increase for every
employee,” says Milanese. “Our
rates rose $20,000 per month.”
Milanese had to run really fast to
come up with a solution.
“We reduced our group,” he says.
“Gabe couldn’t get insurance somewhere else so we came up with four
people to keep that group. We had
the best in there, single, no dependents, no smokers, etc.”
Milanese researched alternatives
for the rest of the employees and
says the alternatives went from the
ridiculous to the sublime.
“There were plans that would give
us two office visits per year and the
rest would be through Medex, which
consists of an Internet physical. That
was an alternative that brought us
from a 98-percent increase in costs to
65 percent,” says Milanese.
So instead Milanese gave its
employees funds so they could purchase their own insurance.
“It is more expensive for them
than it was last year, but we basically had to stop providing insurance,”
Milanese admits. “Maybe it’s
[ObamaCare] needed, I don’t
know,” he adds. “People lost their
lives long ago to get these benefits
we take for granted. Maybe government is the answer. As a business
person it’s tough out there.”
continued on page 22
www.dwmmag.com
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Pre-existing Fees
Mark Milanese, Milanese Remodeling, couldn’t change insurance companies
when his brother was diagnosed with brain cancer. His current insurance plan
raised rates by 98 percent and other companies would have done the same due
to his brother’s pre-existing condition. In fact, Obama’s health care plan includes
a $63-per-head fee “to cushion the cost of covering people with pre-existing
conditions,” according to a Fox News report. The fee is temporary, raising $25 billion over three years, according to CBS News.
Most of the money will reportedly go into a fund administered by the Health
and Human Services (HHS) Department. “It will be used to cushion health insurance companies from the initial hard-to-predict costs of covering uninsured people with medical problems,” says the Fox article.
June 2013
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continued from page 21

Small Business News:
Tax Breaks Go
Largely Unclaimed
While employers with less than 50
employees are not required to offer
health insurance under the new health
care law, the government does offer tax
credits, in the hopes of enticing more
small employers to offer insurance.
The tax credit is available to “small
employers” with fewer than 25 fulltime equivalent employees who pay an
average wage of less than $50,000 a
year, and pay at least half of employee
health insurance premiums, according
to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
For tax years 2010 through 2013, the
maximum credit is 35 percent for small

22
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business employers and 25 percent for
small tax-exempt employers such as charities. An enhanced version of the credit
will be effective beginning January 1,
2014. (Additional information about the
enhanced version will be added to IRS.gov
as it becomes available. In general, on Jan.
1, 2014, the rate will increase to 50 percent and 35 percent, respectively.)
Surprisingly, the General Accounting
Office (GAO) says fewer small employers
claimed the Small Employer Health
Insurance Tax Credit in tax year 2010 than
were estimated to be eligible. While
170,300 small employers claimed it, estimates of the eligible pool by government
agencies and small business advocacy
groups ranged from 1.4 million to 4 million, according to a GAO report. The cost

>I

of credits claimed was $468 million.
One factor limiting the credit’s use,
the report continues, is that most very
small employers, 83 percent by one estimate, do not offer health insurance.
According to employer representatives,
tax preparers, and insurance brokers that
GAO met with, the credit was not large
enough to incentivize employers to begin
offering insurance. Complex rules on full
time employees and average wages also
limited use. In addition, tax preparer
groups GAO met with generally said the
time needed to calculate the credit
deterred claims. Options to address these
factors, such as expanded eligibility
requirements, have trade-offs, including
less precise targeting of employers and
higher costs to the Federal government.
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continued from page 22

Is That It?
The answer to that question is a
simple no. With this massive plan
about to take effect, employers may
still have additional concerns. For
more answers on the Affordable Care
Act, look to the Frequently Asked
Questions section found on the
Department of Labor site. The mammoth health care plan requires 15
separate FAQ sections.
http://www.dol.gov/ebsa/healthref
orm/#acaimplementationfaqs

Cabinet Drawer Hardware

Call Today for Your FREE Catalog.

800-352-0800
Ask for June ext. 129

www.strybuc.com

Stand Up

Mailbox Locks
Toilet Partition Hardware
Commercial & Storefront Hardware

Tara Taffera is the editor/publisher of
DWM/Shelter magazine. She can be
reached at ttaffera@glass.com. Follow
her on Twitter @dwmmag, read her blog
at dwmmag.com and like DWM
magazine on Facebook.
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Fenestration
FOCUS

Your industry insight

Pro Window & Door Offers New Window System
Family owned and operated since 1978, Pro Window & Door
out of Little Rock, Arkansas, began in the fenestration industry
by offering customers storm windows and doors. While Pro
Window & Door’s offering has since expanded into highly
energy-efficient vinyl windows and doors, the company’s core
values have remained: Offer customers excellence in products
and service with a “whatever it takes” approach.
This same “whatever it takes” attitude is what brought Pro
Window & Door to sign on with Quanex Building Products to
offer EnergyQuest™, an advanced thermal performance vinyl
window system that meets proposed ENERGY STAR® and
Most Efficient criteria requirements at an affordable cost.
“We were interested in the opportunity to create a
high-performance window system that will provide the
replacement market with long-term energy savings,
versatility and aesthetic appeal at an affordable price point,”
said Jim Draper, president, Pro Window & Door. “We are
committed to developing earth-conscious, energy-efficient
solutions that help save money on energy costs. The
Quanex EnergyQuest system helps us do just that without
compromising overall performance.”
In anticipation of customer demand and future growth within
the energy-efficient fenestration market, Pro Window & Door
recently expanded to a 350,000-square-foot manufacturing
facility. “These investments will help us continue our path
of growth as we deliver high-performing products that our
customers expect from us,” added Draper.
As more and more homeowners adopt energy-saving
products, EnergyQuest provides versatility and energy
efficiency and is designed to accommodate either double- or
triple-glazed insulating glass units with an expanded glazing
pocket that features Duralite™ thermally efficient spacers
and other high-performance glass options. EnergyQuest’s
double-glaze system will meet the proposed ENERGY STAR
Version 6.0 requirements. Even greater efficiency is achieved
with EnergyQuest’s triple-glaze system, which meets criteria
to achieve ENERGY STAR’s Most Efficient status.
“As a manufacturer focusing on highly energy-efficient
window systems, it is critical that we educate consumers on
the different levels of energy-efficient windows in the market,”

=^acW0\TaXRP]4SXcX^]~E^[d\T"~=d\QTa!~B_aX]V! "

now offering

said Draper. “By meeting today’s most stringent criteria, we
have the added value of a trusted third party attesting to the
benefits of our window systems. Partnering with Quanex has
allowed us to create a product that is quickly recognizable as
a “top tier” energy performer, while also providing exceptional
value to homeowners.”
Pro Window & Door’s EnergyQuest window system is
available in white and tan vinyl and a variety of window styles,
making EnergyQuest the right choice for any replacement
window. Pro Window’s EnergyQuest system is available in
double-hung, single-hung, slider and picture window options.
Homeowners may also choose from six standard TopCoat™
colors, an exterior coat solution; additional custom color
matching is available upon request.
Numerous frame accessory options adapt both exterior and
interior trims, along with mull options via integral frame
accessory grooves, allowing EnergyQuest to be easily adapted
for distinct styling and aesthetic requirements.
Pro Window & Door is a member of the American Window
Alliance (AWA), a network of regional manufacturers that
produce and market vinyl windows and patio doors. The AWA
network of independent manufacturers offers its customers
the strength of a national network with local support capable
of providing the highest level of service to our customer base.
For more information about Pro Window & Door’s offerings
and availability, visit fff_a^fX]S^fP]SS^^adb.
For more information about Quanex and its window and door
systems, visit fff`dP]TgR^\.
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MI Windows and Doors Enjoys Continued Success
with EnergyCore® Product Line
Company boasts Most Efficient recognition, net zero housing project and proven energy savings
Since adopting Quanex’s EnergyCore® product line in 2011,
MI Windows and Doors (MIWD) serving the Western
United States has attracted the attention of prominent
builders, architects and exterior contractors with capabilities
to achieve U-factors as low as 0.18.
The accolades have not only come in the form of high-profile
projects, but also in the form of ENERGY STAR® Most
Efficient recognition for many of its products.
“We are proud that so many of our windows meet the new
Most Energy Efficient 2013 criteria,” said Mike DeSoto,” COO,
MIWD. “And we expect that we will continue to be a leader
in the industry and push the envelope in years to come with
our energy-efficient product lines.”
Indeed, MI EnergyCore has gained momentum with no sign
of slowing down. To follow are a couple of examples of MI
Windows’ recent successes.
6a^d]SQaTPZX]V_TaU^a\P]RTUa^\2WXRPV^c^CdRb^]
More than 672 MI EnergyCore windows were used in the
“Indian Trails” multi-family weatherization project in Chicago.
Organized by the Community and Economic Development
Association (CEDA) of Cook County and funded by a
government grant, the Indian Trails project has been closely
monitored and tracked for energy savings – and the results
speak for themselves.
After a full month of monitoring the first three buildings,
the combination of new insulation and MI EnergyCore
Windows has resulted in a 65 percent reduction in gas and
heating costs for the month. In the dead of winter, one of the
buildings typically operates two boiler systems running at

VISION
HOUSE

®

tucson

180 degrees each to
comfortably heat the
building.
According to Ryan
Tucker, sales consultant
for Allied Building
Products , MIWD’s distribution partner, “With the new
windows, along with the insulation, they have been able to
completely shut off one of the boilers and turn the remaining
system down to 125 degrees.”
“The MIWD product has given our customer a huge win in
providing tangible value and cost savings to their end users,”
Tucker added. “We will use this product moving forward to
win more projects like this one.”
Meanwhile, across the country, MIWD joined Green Builder
Media on March 25 for a groundbreaking event for VISION
House® Tucson, a sustainable demonstration home being
built in the Armory Park del Sol neighborhood.
VISION House Tucson will be the first net-zero energy house
using the City/County Net-Zero Energy Building Standard.
The total cost of owning a net-zero home (including mortgage
and utilities) is less than the cost of a owning a similarly
priced home that only meets the minimum requirements of
the building code.
MIWD will be furnishing the home with MI EnergyCore
windows using high-performance low-E glass and Quanex’s
patented AirCell™ frame technology that will enhance the
energy savings provided by the structure.
“MI Windows and Doors is proud to participate in another
net-zero energy home,” DeSoto said. “Our MI EnergyCore
windows have proven to be some of the most energy-efficient
windows made in America and are well-suited for net-zero
environments,” DeSoto said.
With an expected HERS rating of negative 17, the home is
expected to produce all its own energy and will be able to sell
excess energy produced back to the local utility.
Track progress of the VISION House and other MIWD
projects at fff<8T]TaVhR^aTR^\

To receive the Fenestration Focus electronically, please e-mail your info to Marketing@Quanex.com
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www.Quanex.com

Quanex Launches Enhanced Website Offering
Customized User Experience
Quanex Building Products has launched its improved website with new
functionality and navigation that now offers a customized experience for
users. Quanex has customized sections for manufacturers, architects, dealers,
builders, contractors and homeowners, offering up-to-date product and
industry information targeted to each segment. The updated website will
also include a comprehensive product directory, case studies and technical
literature to provide an enhanced user experience.
“We wanted www.Quanex.com to be the go-to source for manufacturers,
dealers, builders, contractors and architects looking for the latest energyefficient technologies,” said Pat Kreider, Quanex advertising and PR
specialist. “The Quanex website will also be a source for industry trends
and regulation updates.”
Quanex.com is personalized for fenestration professionals: architects, builders, contractors, manufacturers and dealers, featuring products
and support tailored entirely to their profession. Users will also be able to find case studies for their segment of the fenestration market
and compliance information. Quanex.com users will also have the ability to sign up and receive eNewsletters from subject matter experts,
providing them with timely updates on Quanex’s government relations efforts and trends in the industry.
In addition, Quanex has added a marketing portal for manufacturers, where they can access product brochures, sell sheets, videos and more.
“We’re thrilled to be able to add the marketing portal to our website and offer manufacturers the necessary support for selling highperformance window and door systems,” said Erin Johnson, director of marketing, Quanex Building Products. “This is another opportunity
Quanex is able to partner with our customers and provide service beyond expectations.”
Explore all of the resources available on the website by visiting fff@dP]TgR^\

Quanex Celebrates One Billion Feet of Solargain® Edge Tape
Celebrating a significant milestone for its solar module sealants offering, Quanex recently produced its billionth foot of Solargain® Edge Tape
(SET). As the world leader in thin-film solar module edge sealants, Quanex applies technology from its fenestration sealants and continues
to grow within the global solar market as customers realize the many benefits of its high performance sealants, including moisture vapor
transmission resistance, superior adhesion, and excellent performance with all encapsulant types.
With enough SET in use to wrap around the earth more than seven times, SET offers customers a durable, non-conductive butyl-based edge
sealant engineered specifically for sealing thin-film photovoltaic modules, all while providing a strong a barrier to moisture and other performance
degrading elements.
BASF-The Chemical Company, supplies Oppanol® polyisobutylene, a synthetic polymer, used to help
formulate this protective barrier within SET. This same compound is found in Quanex’s Duralite® and
Duraseal® spacer systems.
Quanex SET provides a best-in-class edge seal for thin film and also glass-to-glass crystalline module
manufacturers in both liquid and tape formulations on a global basis.
To learn more about Quanex’s solar module sealant product offering, visit fff@dP]TgR^\
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Lead-Generation Depends on a
Solid Digital Strategy

Today’s

Smart Shoppers
Online research is influencing the path to purchase more than ever –
by allowing consumers to arm themselves with knowledge and product
information before they ever enter a brick and mortar store. In fact, when
compared to all home improvement categories, window and door shoppers
spend the greatest amount of time researching before in-store shopping.1

88
8

%

OF THOSE CONSUMERS

of all consumers
RESEARCH BEFORE
they buy.2

12

TIMES

MORE
TRUSTED

100%

utilize a SEARCH ENGINE
at least once.2

IN THEIR
RESEARCH,
THEY CONSULT
AN AVERAGE OF

10.4
2

SOURCES.

As a source, consumer reviews are 12 TIMES
MORE TRUSTED than manufacturer content.3

79

%

of consumers
also use a
SMARTPHONE
to help with their shopping.2

For more information, or to sign up for more digital strategy tips from Quanex - follow this link!
Wcc_)\PaZTcX]V`dP]TgR^\PRc^]\TSXP$!!Sf\UU

1

© Quanex Building Products 2011 - 2013

Integer Group, “Complex Shopper Report,” 2012. 2 Google, “Zero Moment of Truth,” 2012. 3 eMarketer, February, 2010.

?dQ[XbWTSQh@dP]Tg1dX[SX]V?a^SdRcbkfff@dP]TgR^\
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Fenestration Products on Display at AIA

W

hat are architects looking for in doors and windows? All will be answered when the industry descends
on Denver, June 20-22, for the American Institute of Architects (AIA) Annual Convention. Gain a
glimpse at the products and companies that will take center stage.

Glass

How Low-E Can You Go? – Booth #1736

PPG Industries has introduced Solarban® 67 glass, a
solar control, low-E glass with what the company calls
a soft, imperceptible neutral coating that gives buildings a crisp, clean and clear exterior appearance along
with solar control performance.
Engineered with a proprietary double-silver, magnetron-sputtered vacuum deposition (MSVD) coating,
PPG says Solarban 67 glass reflects the true timbre and
brightness of ambient light and color accurately and
authentically. The low-E coating also gives the glass
levels of solar control performance not typically associated with highly transparent glass, according to the
company. In a standard 1-inch insulating glass unit
(IGU) with conventional clear glass, Solarban 67 glass
has visible light transmittance (VLT) of 54 percent and
a solar heat gain coefficient of (SHGC) 0.29, which
yields a light-to-solar gain (LSG) ratio of 1.85.
Solarban 67 glass can be specified with clear glass or
with blue, green and earth-toned glasses such as
Atlantica®, Azuria®, Optiblue®, Pacifica®, Solarblue® or
Solargray® glasses on the second or third surface of an
IGU. When paired with Solarban 67 glass in an IGU,
these tinted glasses offer SHGCs that range from 0.19
to 0.34 and VLT of up to 42 percent.
❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com

Doors and Windows

Kolbe Knows How to Tilt-and-Turn – Booth #334

Kolbe will bring its new
Ultra Series tilt-turn windows to the show. Visitors
will see the 36-by-60-inch
Ultra tilt-turn unit with
black hardware and a
recycled aluminum-clad
exterior in clear anodize,
which the company says
enhances the Europeaninspired style. Kolbe’s tiltturn model also features
energy-efficient,
triple
pane, insulating glass with
LoE3-366 coating, which
the company says is stan-

www.dwmmag.com

dard on most of its products. On the interior, an engineered, laminated veneer bamboo product extends the
environmental statement. A range of wood species also
is available for the tilt-turn windows, including those
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
❙❙➤ www.kolbe-kolbe.com

Panda Lift & Slide – Booth # 1939

Panda Windows and Doors has announced the
newest addition to its lift and slide door line, the thermally-broken aluminum wood clad lift and slide system (TS.13), which the company says is set to be its
most weather performing system yet.

The TS.13 lift and slide is insulated to ensure comfort
and energy efficiency in high-end applications, according to the company, and the wood interior is available in
several species such as mahogany, cherry, maple, pine
and oak. The thermally isolated aluminum frames make
the system strong and resistant to the harshest elements
and do not require constant finish maintenance. The
company says this is because the technology consists of
separating the aluminum profile and placing a glass
fibers integrated polyamide iso-bar in the middle to
provide maximum strength and 50 0 times less thermal
conductivity than non-extruded aluminum.
All of its lift and slide systems operate by “a simple
turn of the handle” for a smooth operation. All frames
are finished with custom colors in powder coat, kynar
or anodized. The option to produce a two-tone color
piece is also available.
❙❙➤ www.panda-windows.com
continued on page 30
June 2013
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A+ Opportunity

continued from page 29

Hardware

Euro Stylin' – Booth #3251

Amesbury Hardware has introduced its
P2000/3000 Euro Style aluminum door hardware.
The P2000/3000 Euro Style aluminum door
hardware works with both P2000 and P3000
locking systems and has a gear box system
that uses the company's single point P2000
lock box and cover plate. The gearbox, face
bar/drive bar and shoot bolt are all stainless
steel and available in 35mm, 45mm and
60mm backset.
The non-handed pull and twist latch bolt
reverses easily, according to the company, with
the lock installed and accepts handle sets with
92mm hole spacing (center of spindle to center of
key cylinder). All locking points are engaged by
lifting the handle and the company says the line is
easy to install since it allows for the use of its standard handle and backplate options. They come
with U.S. style cylinders for easy re-keying and
installation.
An extended lock turn is workable without
the need to grip and the U-shape handle meets
fire safety requirements, according to the company. It is AAMA 902 certified, works with standard lock sets, fits all three Amesbury backplate
options and is available in all Amesbury standard brass finishes.
❙❙➤ www.amesbury.com

Glass Wall Systems

On the Move – Booth #3530

Hufcor has announced the availability of its new
generation of movable glass wall systems—Monarch
by Hufcor®—which the company says delivers “stunning, high-quality movable glass walls built with
homeowners and commercial builders in mind.”
The Monarch line has thermally-broken frames that
“are slightly thicker than most suppliers” for superior insulation in all weather conditions and stainless steel roller
hardware with self-cleaning track systems for low maintenance and smooth operation, according to the company.
They are available in a choice of classic and slim line vertical frame styles and more than 100 standard powder coat
options including nine anodized aluminum options and a
faux wood powder coat for the “natural beauty of wood
without the long term, seasonal maintenance required of
actual wood.” Other options for the Monarch include glass
stops that accept glazing thicknesses up to 2 1⁄2 inches and
the Monarch by Hufcor electronic bug screens that can be
incorporated into the opening.
Hufcor has also unveiled its new digital architectural products manual (APM) as an alternative to the traditional printed version. The new APM includes more
than 275 pages of product information and literature,
reviewing the industries broadest line of operable wall,
vertical lift and glass wall partitions systems. The digital version also offers links to video clips and animations demonstrating company products.
❙❙➤ www.hufcor.com
❙

Map Your Day at AIA

Whether attending the American Institute of Architects Annual Convention for one day or all three, DWM wants to help you
make the most of your visit. See the list below for the industry related companies that will be showing their latest products:
Akzo Nobel..............................................................................1330
Amerimax ..................................................................................462
Andersen Windows ..............................................................2903
Atrium Windows and Doors ................................................523
Centor ......................................................................................2746
Comfort Line ............................................................................362
Dow Corning Corp................................................................1650

Don’t forget to visit DWM magazine in booth 3617
Fakro ........................................................................................4064
Hufcor ......................................................................................3530
Ingersoll Rand ..........................................................................530
Inline Fiberglass ....................................................................1726
Kolbe and Kolbe Millwork Inc.............................................334
Lamboo Inc. ............................................................................1752
Loewen........................................................................................942
Marvin Windows and Doors ................................................946
30
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Milgard Windows and Doors ............................................1750
National Fenestration Rating Council ..............................503
Owens Corning ........................................................................937
Panda ........................................................................................1939
Pella Corp. ..............................................................................1317
PPG Industries........................................................................1736
Sage Electrochromics............................................................2111
Schlage........................................................................................530
Sierra Pacific Windows........................................................2658
Sherwin Williams ..................................................................3342
Sika Corp. ..................................................................................551
Tapco ........................................................................................3766
Tremco ......................................................................................3550
TruStile Doors ........................................................................3330
Velux America ........................................................................1810
Vinyl Institute ........................................................................3851
www.dwmmag.com
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SLIDING SYSTEMS PRODUCT GUIDE
Make Side-by-Side Manufacturer Comparisons
ou’ve heard it dozens and maybe even hundreds
of times over, at least, the last five years: let the
outside in. It seems homeowners are craving
products that do just that. Called movable wall systems,
they may include liftslide systems, folding or sliding
doors. You may know who supplies these products, but
are you aware what the U-values are of each, what glazing package is available, or if it’s a folding or sliding system. DWM puts all this information at your fingertips in
its first guide to sliding and folding systems.

Y

First, a bit about how we compiled this information.
DWM asked suppliers who offer these types of products to submit information. We wanted our readers to
be able to make side-by-side comparisons so they in
turn could make informed purchases.
We also sent out a notice regarding the guide in our
daily e-newsletter to make sure all those in the industry could participate in our guide. Email
ttaffera@glass.com and you will be added to the distribution list for the next guide.

Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CRL: Folding and
sliding
CGI: Sliding
Eclipse: Folding
Fleetwood:
Multislide; folding
LaCantina: Folding
Nana: Folding/single
track sliding
Panda: Folding
PRL: Sliding, corner
Weiland: Folding,
liftslide, pivot
Western: Multislide,
pocket and bifold
WinDoor: Sliding

CRL: Folding and
sliding
Eclipse: Folding
Fleetwood:
Multislide
LaCantina: Folding
Nana: Folding/single
track sliding
Panda: Folding
PRL: Bifold
Weiland: Folding;
liftslide; pivot
Western: Multislide;
pocket and bifold

Hurd: Bifold; multislide; liftslide; windows as well as doors
Kolbe: Folding; liftslide; sliding patio;
multislide patio
LaCantina: Clad
folding, wood folding, aluminum wood
folding
Loewen: Folding;
sliding; and liftslide
Nana: Folding/
single track sliding
PAM: Slide & Seal;
liftslide; bifold
Panda: Folding
Weiland: Folding,
liftslide, pivot
Western: Multislide
and pocket

Eclipse: PVC folding
LaCantina: Impactrated folding and
vinyl folding
PAM: Liftslide;
bifold
Panda: Engineered
wood folding
Royal: Folding
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Vinyl sliding glass door

Door
Photo: Win

Photo: Pacific Architectural Millwork

System type
(folding/sliding/liftslide)
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CGI Windows and Doors Inc.
Miami, Fla.
www.cgiwindows.com
Lead time: Production products: three to four weeks;
Custom products: six to eight weeks.

C.R. Laurence and U.S. Aluminum,
a subsidiary of C.R. Laurence
Los Angeles
usalum.com
Photo: Kolbe

Lead time: Quoted at the time of order for both standard and custom items.

Eclipse Architectural
Burnaby, British Columbia
www.thedsgroup.com
Lead time: All systems are custom-made with a lead
time of four to eight weeks.

Wall configuration (corner,
curved, pocket, etc)

Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CGI: Pockets, three
tracks up to 24’ wide
CRL: Straight and
corner interior or
exterior wall
Eclipse: Folding:
straight; corner
Fleetwood: Pocket;
corner; bent
LaCantina: Zero
post; standardcurved; fixed panel;
door/window
combo; and bifold
window
Nana: Open corners;
segmented curves
Panda: Straight and
multiple angled systems; segmented,
radius and corners.
PRL: In line corner
Weiland: Straight;
corner, curve, pocket, wall/barn door
configuration
Western: Corner,
curved glass, pocketing
WinDoor: Bypass to
90-degree and 135
-degree corner
doors with pocket
configurations.

CRL: Straight and
corner interior or
exterior wall
Eclipse: Straight
Fleetwood: Pocket;
corner
LaCantina: Zero
post; standardcurved; fixed panel;
door/window
combo; and bifold
window.
Nana: Open corners;
segmented curves
Panda: Straight and
multiple angled systems. Segmented,
radius and corners.
PRL: In line
Weiland: straight,
corner, curve, pocket, wall/barn door
configuration
Western: Corner
and pocketing

Hurd: Up to 35’ wide
x 10’ tall; corner,
nesting, pocketed
Kolbe: Stacking,
pocketing, corner for
folding doors and
liftslide; standard
sliding patio doors;
stacking or pocketing for multislide
patio doors
LaCantina: Zero
post; standard
curved; fixed panel;
door/window combo;
and bifold window
Loewen: Folding –
straight and corner;
sliding: straight; liftslide: straight, corner, curved, pocket
Nana: Open corners;
segmented curves
PAM: Corner Slide &
Seal and liftslide;
curved liftslide
Panda: Straight and
multiple angled systems. Segmented,
radius and corners.
Weiland: Straight,
corner, curve, pocket, wall/barn door
configuration
Western: Corner
and pocketing

Eclipse: Straight;
corner
LaCantina: Standard
for impact rated;
standard bifold window for vinyl.
Panda: Straight and
multiple angled systems. Segmented,
radius and corners.
Royal: Flat wall
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Bypass
with pockets only at
this time.

continued on page 34
www.dwmmag.com
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Fleetwood Windows and Doors
Corona, Calif.
www.FleetwoodUSA.com
Lead time: Five weeks for stock finish; and 10
weeks for custom finish.

Hurd Windows & Doors
Medford, Wis.
www.hurd.com
Lead time: Typical lead times for door systems
is 6 weeks.

Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork Co. Inc.
Wausau, Wis.
www.kolbe-kolbe.com
Lead time: Four weeks

Photo: Weiland

Glazing options (double,
triple, Energy Star)
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LaCantina Doors Inc.
Oceanside, Calif.
www.lacantinadoors.com
Lead time: All folding door systems are made to
measure with lead times of 5 weeks. Custom color adds
2 weeks.

Loewen Windows and Doors
Steinbach, Manitoba
www.loewen.com
Nana Wall
Corte Madera, Calif.
www.nanawall.com
Lead time: Basic lead time is six to eight weeks.

Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CGI: Monolithic
laminated glass,
insulating laminated
glass
CRL: ¼”, 3⁄8”, ½” and
1” insulating glass
Eclipse: 1. Single; 2.
1” IG; 3. 9⁄16”
Hurricane
Fleetwood: Single;
double
LaCantina: Single,
dual pane
Nana: All
Panda: Single, dual
or triple pane up to
1 1⁄2" thick.
PRL: IG dual/triple
high-performance
laminated
Weiland: Glass
options up to 1-1⁄2"
includes monolithic,
dual and triple pane,
impact, bullet resistant, Energy Star
compliant, and any
number of available
coatings or tints.
Western: Duo-pane
WinDoor: Insulating
impact and nonimpact to single
glazed.

CRL: 1” and 1-¼”
insulating glass
Eclipse: 1” insulating
Fleetwood: Double
LaCantina: Single,
dual, triple pane
Nana: All
Weiland: Glass
options up to 1-1⁄2"
includes monolithic,
dual and triple pane,
impact, bullet resistant, Energy Star
compliant, and any
number of available
coatings or tints.
Panda: Single, dual
or triple pane up to
1-1⁄2" thick.
PRL: IG dual/triple
high-performance
laminated
Western: Duo-pane

Hurd: Up to 15 different glazing
options; Energy Star
rated; feature suspended film glazing
technology
Kolbe: Double,
triple, Energy Star
for folding, liftslide
and sliding patio;
double pane with
multiple LoE options
for multislide patio
LaCantina: Single,
dual, triple pane for
all three.
Loewen: Double,
triple and Energy
Star.
Nana: All
PAM: Double and
triple
Panda: Single, dual
or triple pane up to
1-1⁄2" thick.
Weiland: Glass
options up to 1-1⁄2"
includes monolithic,
dual and triple pane,
impact, bullet resistant, Energy Star
compliant, and any
number of available
coatings or tints.
Western: duo-pane

Eclipse: 1” insulating
LaCantina: Single,
dual impact resistant for impact folding; and single, dual,
triple paned for
vinyl.
PAM: Double and
triple
Panda: Single, dual
or triple pane up to
1-1⁄2" thick.
Royal: LoE/argon,
Grills,1” dual, and 1
1
⁄4”and 1 3⁄8” triple,
Energy Star certified
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Insulating
impact and nonimpact to single
glazed
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Photo: Pacific Architectural Millwork
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Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

Maximum door height

CGI: 8’
CRL: 13’-6” interior;
10’-6” exterior
Eclipse: 10’
Fleetwood: 18’
LaCantina: 10’
Nana: Custom
Panda: It can go up
to 12’ height but
height is proportional to panel
width.
PRL: 10’
Weiland: 16’
Western: 12’+
WinDoor: 12’

CRL: 13’-6” interior;
10’-6” exterior
Eclipse: 10’
Fleetwood: 12’
LaCantina: 10’
Nana: Custom
Panda: It can go up
to 12’ height but
height is proportional to panel
width.
PRL: 10’
Weiland: 16’
Western: 12’+

Hurd: 10’
Kolbe: 10’ for folding
and multislide patio;
12’ for liftslide; 8’ for
sliding patio
LaCantina: 10’ for
all three.
Loewen: Folding, 9’;
sliding, 9’; liftslide, 12’
Nana: Custom
PAM: 12’
Panda: It can go up
to 12’ height but
height is proportional to panel width.
Weiland: 16‘
Western: 12’ +

Eclipse: 109”
LaCantina: 8’ for
impact; 10’ for vinyl.
PAM: 10’
Panda: It can go up
to 12’ height but
height is proportional to panel
width.
Royal: 10’
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: 10’

Maximum door width

CGI: 24’
CRL: 39”
Eclipse: 39”
Fleetwood: 12’
LaCantina: 39”
Panda: Depends on
height (max. 42”)
Nana: Custom
PRL: 55”
Weiland: 60’ wide
openings with individual panels up to
14’ wide
Western: Unlimited
WinDoor: 5’ wide

CRL: 39”
Eclipse: 39”
Fleetwood: 8’
LaCantina: 39”
Depends on height
max. 42”)
Nana: Custom
Panda: Depends on
height (max. 42”)
Weiland: 60’openings with individual
panels up to 14’
wide
PRL: 3’
Western: Unlimited

Hurd: 25’ max
opening; panels up
to 60” wide each.
Kolbe: 53’ for folding; 60’ for liftslide;
16’ for sliding patio;
24’ for multislide
patio
La Cantina: 39” for
all three.
Loewen: Varies based
on panel quantity.
Nana: Custom
PAM: 8’
Panda: Depends on
height (max. 42”)
Weiland: 60’ wide
openings with individual panels up to 14’
Western: Unlimited

Eclipse: 40”
LaCantina: 3’ for
impact; 39” for
vinyl.
PAM: 8’
Panda: Depends on
height (max. 42”)
Royal: 24’
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: 4’

continued on page 36
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Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

How many panels for
sliders and bifolds?

CGI: 6
CRL: Up to 26 panels
Eclipse: Folding 8
each way = 16 panels
Fleetwood:
Unlimited on the
multislide;16 max
folding.
LaCantina: 20 total,
10 in each direction.
Nana: Unlimited/
custom
Panda: Unlimited
PRL: 6 stacking lines
Weiland: Unlimited
Western: Slidersunlimited bifold-16
WinDoor: Unlimited
panel configurations

CRL: Up to 26 panels
Eclipse: Folding 8
each way = 16 panels
Fleetwood:
Unlimited on the
multislide door.
LaCantina: 20 total,
10 in each direction.
Nana: Unlimited/
custom
Panda:
Unlimited/custom
PRL: 8 each way
Weiland: Unlimited
Western: Slidersunlimited bifold-16

Hurd: Bifolds up to
6 each direction;
multislides up to 5
each direction
Kolbe: 16 for folding; 10 for liftslide
and multislide patio;
4 for sliding patio
LaCantina: 20 total,
10 in each direction
for all three.
Loewen: Folding, 16;
sliding, 4
Nana: Unlimited/
custom
PAM: Up to 12
Panda: Unlimited
Weiland: Unlimited
Western: Sliders:
unlimited

Eclipse: Folding 8
each way = 16 panels
LaCantina: 16 total,
8 in each direction
for impact; and 20
total, 10 in each
direction for vinyl.
PAM: Up to 12
Panda: Unlimited
Royal: Up to 8 panels
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Four panels at this time

U-Value

CGI: Up to 0.56
CRL: Depends on
glass thickness and
type
Eclipse: NA
Fleetwood: .31
LaCantina: Loe 366
.48
Nana: Custom:
depends on glazing
Panda: Testing
Weiland: .52
WinDoor: Varies
with glass options
and from series to
series.

CRL: Depends on
glass thickness and
type
Eclipse: NA
Fleetwood: .30
LaCantina: Loe 366
.39
Nana: Custom:
depends on glazing
Panda: .26
Weiland: TBD

Hurd: Depends on
glass; as low as .25
in panels.
Kolbe: 0.33 for folding doors; 0.34 for
liftslide; 0.32 for sliding patio (standard)
LaCantina: Loe 366
.34 for clad; Loe 366
.33 for wood; and
Loe 366 .39 for aluminum wood.
Loewen: Varies
Nana: Custom:
depends on glazing
PAM: Ask for test
data
Panda: Testing
Weiland: 0.32 and
up depending upon
glazing

Eclipse: U factor
range 0.26 to 0.35
depending on glass.
LaCantina: Loe 366
.37 for impact rated;
and Loe 366. 30 for
vinyl
PAM: Ask for test
data
Panda: Testing
Royal: 1” dual –
range from .28 to
.29; 1 3⁄8” triple –
range from .18 to .20
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Varies
with glass options.

Photo: Royal
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Pacific Architectural Millwork (PAM)
Brea, Calif.
www.pacmillwork.com
Lead time: 10-12 weeks.

Panda Windows and Doors
Las Vegas
www.panda-windows.com
Lead time: Six to eight weeks for standard products;
up to 12 weeks for custom products.

PRL Glass/Aluminum
Industry, Calif.
www.prlglass.com

Photo: C.R. Laurence

Royal Building Products
(Window & Door Division)
Woodbridge, Ontario
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
Lead time: Production lead time is 4 weeks for the
Overture Folding Patio Door custom size door program.
*Royal also offers 12 sliding patio doors including the Opus and Jazz systems (not reflected in chart).

Panel Thickness

Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CGI: 1.49”
CRL: 2-5⁄6”
Eclipse: 2-1⁄4”
Fleetwood: 2”
LaCantina: 1-3⁄4”
Nana: Custom:
depends on
configuration
Panda: 2-3⁄8”
PRL: 1-5⁄8”
Weiland: Varies by
product
WinDoor: Varies
from series to series.

CRL: 3-3⁄6”
Eclipse: 2-1⁄4”
Fleetwood: 2”
LaCantina: 2-¼”
Nana: Custom:
depends on configuration
Panda: 2-3⁄8”
PRL: 2-½”
Weiland: Varies by
product

Hurd: 1-3⁄4”; 2-1⁄4”
for folding
Kolbe: 1-3⁄4” and 2-1⁄4
inches for folding;
2-1⁄4” for liftslide,
sliding patio and
multislide patio
LaCantina: 1-¾” for
clad and wood; 2¼” for aluminum
wood.
Loewen: Folding: 1¾”; sliding: 2-¼”;
liftslide: 3-¼”
Nana: Custom:
depends on configuration
PAM: Slide &
Seal/liftslide: 2-5⁄8”;
bifold: 2-1⁄2”
Panda: 3-1⁄8” on
header
Weiland: Varies by
product
Western: 3⁄4” and 1⁄4”

Eclipse: 1-3⁄4”
LaCantina: 2-¼” for
both
PAM: 2-1⁄2”
Panda: 2-1⁄2” on
panel
Royal: 2 ¼” x 3 ¼”
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Varies

continued on page 38
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Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CGI: +80/-80 PSF
CRL: Based on
design configuration
Eclipse: Water leakage resistance:
DP70; wind load
resistance: DP70
Fleetwood: 80
LaCantina: DP35
Nana: Custom –
depends on configuration
Weiland: DP ratings
in excess of 100 DP
are available and
include Miami Dade
impact approval,
depending upon
product and configuration.
WinDoor: Up to
+120 -150

CRL: Based on
design configuration
Eclipse:
AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/A440-05,
“Standard/Specificat
ion for Window,
Doors and unit skylights”
(AAMA/A440-05).
Fleetwood: 60
LaCantina: DP35
Nana: Custom—
depends on configuration
Weiland: DP ratings
in excess of 100 DP
are available and
include Miami Dade
impact approval,
depending upon
product and configuration.

Kolbe: DP30
(standard) and DP65
(high-performance)
for folding; DP40
(standard) and DP50
(high-performance)
for liftslide;
DP40 (standard) and
DP65 (high-performance) for sliding
patio
LaCantina: DP35,
clad; DP35, wood;
and DP50 aluminum
wood
Loewen: Varies
Nana: Custom –
depends on configuration
PAM: Ask for test
data
Weiland:
DP ratings in excess
of 100 DP are available and include
Miami Dade impact
approval, depending
upon product and
configuration.

Eclipse: DP35
LaCantina: DP70,
impact and DP35
vinyl
PAM: Ask for test
data
Royal: SP - PG40
Weiland: N/A
WinDoor: +80 - 80
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WinDoor Inc.
Orlando, Fla.

Western Window Systems
Phoenix
www.WesternWindowSystems.com

Lead time: Can vary from four to 10 weeks.

Lead time: Six to12 weeks depending on finish.

Aluminum

Rail Options
CGI: Bottom roller
(top-hung, bottom roller, etc) CRL: Easy glide;
top hung
Eclipse: Folding system is available in
either top or bottom
rolling.
Fleetwood: Bottom
rolling
LaCantina: Top
hung, 2 -¾” stile
and rail profile; and
tall bottom rail
options.
Nana: Custom –
depends on configuration
Panda: Standard:
top hung with
bottom guides. We
also offer bottom
roller with top
guides. On custom
large panels, we use
rollers top and
bottom.
PRL: Top hung,
bottom roller
Weiland: Liftslides
are bottom rolling
and bifolds are top
hung.
Western: Bottom
rolling
WinDoor: Bottom
roller

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CRL: Easy glide;
top hung
Eclipse: Folding system is available in
either top or bottom
rolling.
Fleetwood: Bottom
rolling
LaCantina: Top
hung 2-15⁄16” stile
and rail profile.
Nana: Custom –
depends on configuration
Panda: Standard: top
hung with bottom
guides. We also offer
bottom roller
with top guides.
On custom large
panels, we use rollers
top and bottom.
PRL: Jamb/hinge;
top roller/hung
Weiland: Liftslides
are bottom rolling
and bifolds are top
hung.
Western: Bottom
rolling

Hurd: Both top
hung as well as bottom roller systems
in stainless steel;
can use wide or narrow door stiles
Kolbe: Top hung for
folding; bottom sliding for liftslide, sliding patio and multislide patio
LaCantina: Top
hung for all 3-5⁄8”
stile and rail profiles
for all 3; and tall
bottom rail options
for clad and wood.
Loewen: Folding:
top-hung; sliding:
bottom roller; liftslide: bottom roller
Nana: Custom –
depends on configuration
PAM: Slide &
Seal/liftslide: bottom roller; bifold:
top-hung
Panda: Standard:
Top hung with bottom guides. We also
offer bottom roller
with top guides. On
custom large panels,
rollers are on top and
bottom.
Weiland: Liftslides
are bottom rolling
and bifolds are top
hung.
Western: Bottom
rolling

Eclipse: Folding system is top rolling
only.
LaCantina: Top
hung for impact, 215
⁄16” stile and rail
profile; and bottom
rolling for vinyl, 25
⁄16” stile and rail
profile.
PAM: Lift and slide:
bottom roller;
bifold: top-hung
Panda: Standard: top
hung with bottom
guides. We also offer
bottom roller with
top guides. On custom large panels, we
use rollers top and
bottom.
Royal: Top-hung
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Bottom
roller

continued on page 40
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Aluminum

Aluminum
Thermally Broken

Wood-Clad

Vinyl/Fiberglass/
Other

CGI: White,
bronze
CRL: White, black,
wood grain, satin,
black; plus custom
powder coat and
kynar finishes.
Eclipse: Clear or
bronze anodized,
white powder coat
is standard. Custom
powder coat finishes
also available.
Fleetwood: Class I
anodizing (clear and
bronze) and kynar
paint.
LaCantina: Stockclear anodized,
bronze anodized and
white; 19 optional
colors; and unlimited custom colors
and wood decoral
finishes.
Nana: More than
200 standard with
custom options.
Panda: Standard
finish is powder
coated in any color.
We also offer kynar
painted and
anodizing.
PRL: Anodized,
paint, graphic wood
Weiland: Primarily
kynar 70 to match
any color, anodized
and powder coat
also available.
Western: Bronze
anodize/satin anodize
and custom paint.
WinDoor: Standard
2603 white, bronze
and five colors in
2605. We even offer
two-tone options and
wood-grain finishes.

CRL: White, black,
wood grain, satin,
black; plus custom
powder coat and
kynar finishes.
Eclipse: Clear or
bronze anodized,
white powder coat
is standard. Custom
powder coat finishes
also available.
Fleetwood: Class I
anodizing (clear and
bronze) and kynar
paint.
LaCantina: Stockclear anodized,
bronze anodized and
white; 19 optional
colors; and unlimited custom colors
and wood decoral
finishes.
Nana: More than
200 standard with
custom options.
Panda: Standard
finish is powder
coated in any color.
We also offer kynar
painted and
anodizing.
PRL: Anodized,
paint, graphic wood
Weiland: Primarily
kynar 70 to match
any color, anodized
and powder coat
also available.
Western: Bronze
anodize/satin
anodize and custom
paint.

Hurd: Solid wood in
9 species; extruded
clad exterior in 15
standard colors, custom colors and 5
Anodized finishes;
option of prefinished
interiors
Kolbe: 32 paint, 7
anodized, limitless
custom
LaCantina: Stockbronze and white; 19
optional, unlimited
custom and wood
decoral finishes for
clad and aluminum
wood; wood finishes
stock-vertical grain
douglas fir and
mahogany FSC certified and custom
species for clad and
wood for all 3.
Loewen: Standard,
architectural and
custom paint finishes, cyprium copper
and bronze patinas
Nana: More than
200 standard with
custom options.
PAM: Custom kynar
exterior standard,
wood interior prefinish available.
Panda: Standard finish is powder coated
in any color. We also
offer kynar painted
and anodizing.
Weiland: Primarily
kynar 70 to match
any color, anodized
and powder coat
also available.
Western: Bronze
anodize/satin
anodize and custom
paint.

Eclipse: Standard is
white PVC or custom powder coat
color.
LaCantina: Stockclear anodized,
bronze anodized and
white; 19 optional
colors; unlimited
custom colors and
wood decoral finishes for impact; stockwhite for vinyl.
PAM: Interior/exterior wood pre-finishes available
Panda: Standard finish is powder coated
in any color. We also
offer kynar painted
and anodizing.
Royal: White solid
vinyl, custom sizes,
multiple paint colors
available
Weiland: NA
WinDoor: Standard
white with two-tone
options and wood
grain finishes.
❙
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A Well-Oiled Machine

DOOR & WINDOW MARKET MAGAZINE

Many Manufacturers Opt for In-House Maintenance
by Casey Neeley
ou must have a well-trained in-house maintenance staff if you want to have a functional
plant.
“You have preventative maintenance on a daily
basis,” says David Barnes, president of Viwinco Vinyl
Windows in Morgantown, Pa. “We have six maintenance
people who are responsible for on-the-spot and preventative maintenance. We run low lead times, so if the
machine goes down we have to get it up right away.”
“We must have more than 100 pieces of equipment
that require some type of preventative maintenance,”
says Alan Levin, president of Philadelphia-based
Northeast Building Products. “We have a preventative
maintenance program though in which we perform
some sort of preventative maintenance done on some
pieces of equipment every night. Some require weekly,
some require monthly, some require every quarter; it
depends on the piece of equipment.”

Y

Why Train In-House
Low lead times and infrequent supplier availability
are two reasons window manufacturers say having your
own highly trained maintenance team is invaluable.
“It keeps the equipment in good shape and protects
the investment; we also don’t lose any time in production
if we have downtime on the equipment,” notes Barnes.
“Because of our low lead time we have to control the
source,” he adds. “We have two buildings … it’s not a
small facility. Stuff does break down; the machinery isn’t
designed to work 24 hours a day continuously. Also, you
have to maintain your equipment. You frequently have
to change items such as blades and weld plates.”
According to Levin, “convenience and the speed of
getting a machine up when something does go down”
are key benefits to having a properly trained in-house
maintenance team.
“A lot of times the equipment we buy comes from
places out of the country, such as Germany or Austria
and it’s hard to get good technicians to come over
when things need maintenance,” states Levin.
“I believe it’s always better to be able to do it inhouse. I don’t see any reason why it’s better to get the
factory or manufacturing company to get their people
to come in unless it’s something above and beyond
what our people are trained on,” Levin says. “That only
happens to us about once a year and we’ll pay to have
a machinery manufacturer to come in and do what
we’re unable to do but that’s more of a rarity.”
42
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“In today’s world, a lot can be done over the phone
or through a smart phone,” Barnes says. “I know over
the years, we’d have someone walk us through and if
they couldn’t they’d send someone out.”
From a financial perspective, in-house makes sense.
“It’s a little more expensive to go through suppliers,”
Barnes says. “There aren’t many little- or middle-sized
guys like me left. I can’t imagine not knowing how to fix
the equipment that’s in your building.”

What Do Suppliers Say?
Machinery manufacturers agree; they want their
customers to have the in-house maintenance staff
necessary to repair the machinery and prevent major
malfunctions.
“We can go out on a one-time basis and do some
general preventative maintenance or we sometimes
set up contracts where we’ll go out three or four times
a year and do an audit of the machinery and correct
anything that’s glaringly out of whack,” says Mike Biffl,
national sales manager for Twinsburg, Ohio-based
Stürtz Machinery. “Most of our customers have a maintenance department and they do most of the preventative and scheduled maintenance on their own. They’ll
bring us in periodically to make sure things have been
maintained properly.
“The downside of using the supplier obviously is the
cost. You’re paying the technician to travel out and
spend time on-site every time you need the machine
maintained,” he says. “With good training, though, an
on-site maintenance staff can do a good job if they’re
conscientious people.
“A lot of people don’t realize you have to maintain the
equipment properly to keep it running for a long period
of time,” adds Biffl. “You don’t just plug it in and forget
about it, so to speak. The preventative maintenance has
to be done on a regular basis. Greasing bearings and
cleaning vinyl dust out of the machine has to be done regularly or the machine won’t last; it doesn’t matter whose
machine it is. One of the most critical investments you
can make is to have a properly trained maintenance staff
to make sure those machines are taken care of properly.”
Biffl says window manufacturers typically “have their
own maintenance people and when someone buys a
machine they can come to us for advanced maintenance training as part of the deal with the purchase of
the machine and we also periodically have classes people can pay to come to.”
www.dwmmag.com
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At Northeast Building Products preventative in-house maintenance is a key factor for keeping plants up and running.

Learning the Ropes
Kevin Felix, vice president of operations for GED
Integrated Solutions in Twinsburg, Ohio, says his company also offers training courses for customers. “It’s
usually broken into about three-and-a-half to four
days of [on-site] training with travel. We would go
through both classroom training as well as hands-on
training at the equipment we keep and/or cycle
through our facility.
“Generally it’s the maintenance personnel or operators from the various customers or window manufacturers,” says Felix. “To supplement those [classes] geared
toward the equipment, we’ve offered an IG supervisor
workshop training, which is really geared more toward
an overview of IG production as a holistic event and
then we would have either on-site training at a customer
facility or we wou ld host that here at GED … the discussion is best practice or generalized how do you run an IG
plant and those as up to a three-day event as well.”
Felix touts many of the same benefits window manufacturers have noticed from using their own staff, saying
it helps improve the overall functionality of the plant.
“If there is an issue that happens with the equipment their response time is short and qu ick so they can
keep that product line up and running,” states Felix.
“The inner-sub process is the heart and soul of the IG
plant. If the inner-sub goes down there are very few
options that customers have as alternative sources. If
they’re committed to the inner-sub process they are
committed fully and therefore they need that line running. If that line goes down, they basically shut that
plant down, or at least the IG portion of the plant
down. If it was an ancillary piece of equipment, an IG
assembly tank or something like that generally they
have some options on how they could hand top the
units … What we’ve found on the inner-sub side especially, the maintenance training and the ability for that
maintenance … they have to keep that machine up
and running at all times.”
Felix also stresses that companies should “really focus
on a ‘train-the-trainer’ approach so you get more tenured,
experienced maintenance staff and really utilize them to
be trained proficiently on the equipment and then use
that and leverage that to train the rest of the staff.”
The type of employee you train also matters, according to Levin.
www.dwmmag.com

“You have to make sure you have a quality maintenance tech,” Levin says. “You have to get a top-notch
mechanic who understands what he’s learning. You
can’t get a foreman or a leadman who runs the piece of
equipment and think they’re going to understand all of
the maintenance issues that can arise.”
Training staff at the supplier’s location also offers
advantages to on-site training.
“It takes them out of the environment of their own
plant and puts them in an environment where they can
really focus on training and learning, and that’s what
we have found as a benefit to having the training center here … especially maintenance staff,” says Felix. “It
offers the ability to get them out of their environment
[to a place] where they’re not called away and distracted. They can focus strictly on the training and really
absorb what they’re learning. It keeps the equipment
up and running and keeps them as a self-sufficient
operation.”
Whether or not companies choose to train in-house
or externally, Felix says window manufacturers need to
“focus on taking advantage of the programs out there
and make sure there is a consistency in how that operator and maintenance staff are trained … so they have
consistency between maintenance staff over shifts.”
Levin agrees, saying, “Usually when we get a new
piece of equipment we do an initial training of the
heads of our maintenance department; we’ll send
them either to the factory to learn how to maintain the
equipment or we’ll have the installing technicians for
the company spend extra time to train our people how
to do it properly,” he says.
Levin also notes that there are additional steps window manufacturers can take to stay on top of machinery maintenance.
“We have a software program [eMaint X3
Maintenance Management System] that tracks our
preventative maintenance and when parts are
changed so you can better predict when and where
items are going to fail,” he says. “I believe having a
good software system to help predict these types of
failures and remind you when you should do your preventative maintenance is very important.”
❙
Casey Neeley is the assistant editor of DWM magazine. She
can be reached at cneeley@glass.com.
June 2013
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Introducing...

MACHINERY

Take it with a WoodGrain

Hot Under the Collar

Grafted Coatings Inc. now offers
its KTM-WoodGrain, a two-step
finishing system for fiberglass, steel
and/or embossed type molded
wood doors. According to the company, the process starts with what it
calls a self-crosslinked, high quality, non-yellowing, waterborne, 100
percent acrylic system specifically
designed for finishing doors.
Described as “fast to dry,” the system also is said to offer adhesion to
many hard to coat surfaces such as,
molded wood and fiberglass doors.
The second step, as explained by
Grafted Coatings, is a slow-to-dry
urethane/acrylic system which produces open time, allowing the user
ample time to develop the desired
depth of grain effect. Cool application temperatures (65-70F and high

Grieve's No. 833 is a standard
500OF gas-fired walk-in oven currently used to cure adhesive bonds
between glass and plastic surfaces
on products manufactured at a
customer’s facility.
Workspace
in this oven
measures
6
feet wide by 12
feet deep by 6
feet, 6 inches
high. A 600,000
BTU/HR modulating natural gas burner provides
heat to this oven, while a 12,500
CFM, 10-HP recirculating blower
maintains full horizontal airflow
across the workload.
❙❙➤ www.grievecorp.com
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humidity (>68%RH) conditions will
increase open time by retarding
water evaporation. Optional WetEdge extender is available.
❙❙➤ www.graftedcoatings.com

DOORS

New at 800 and 1100
Chelsea Building Products Inc. has
introduced two new patio doors to
their product line. The 800 Series
includes a direct-set XO, OXO (XO
with sidelite) and various transom
options, according to the company.
Designed for both the new construction and replacement markets, the
door frame is available with or without nailing fin and siding J-channel.
The 1100 patio door, which
includes an XO, OXO, and picture
window, is available for both the new
construction and replacement mar-

www.dwmmag.com
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kets. It features 7/8 inch IG with up to
a 1- 1/8 inch IG option and is able to
accommodate most popular hardware systems, according to the company. The 4 5/8 inch frame system is
produced with direct set sash lites.
The sash is reversible (can be interior or exterior glazed) and is SDL bar
compatible. It was designed to meet
AAMA DP50 specifications.
❙❙➤ www.chelseabuildingproducts.com
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its Sentinel line.
The look of the door is highlighted
by features such as self-mating
sidelites with no separate mullions
required; a single-action, three-point
lock, which means no more double
locks; design pressures up to +80/80; and stainless steel package at no
extra cost.
❙❙➤ www.cgiwindows.com

SLIDING DOORS

The Way to Monterey
A French (Door) Sentinel
CGI Windows
has announced
the availability of
its new product:
the Sentinel 160
french
door,
which the company says completes

U.S. Aluminum has introduced a
new Monterey series bi-folding sliding glass door and wall system.
The line offers four models and
different configurations, including
standard and thermally broken.
The components are said to slide
smoothly and with minimal effort
while supporting multiple panels
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in a single
opening.
It
also provides
security via a
standard two
point interior
lever
latch
with
three
point keyed
locks available
in some configurations. All
four models are designed for exterior or interior use including two
thermally broken models that the
company says can withstand
extreme weather conditions.
Inward or outward stacking positions are available on the
Monterey system, as are flush
mount or raised sill options.
❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com
❙
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Ones to Watch

NEW HIRES

Sprouse Windows and
Doors Expands Sales Team
Sprouse Windows and Doors Inc.,
of
New
Martinsville,
W.Va.,
announced the addition of industry
veteran Ken Barman to its sales
team. Barman will lead the
Western Division as vice president
of sales and marketing, while Al
Simeone will continue as Eastern

Division vice president of sales
and marketing.
Barman brings 30 years of fenestration industry experience to
his new position. Most recently, he
was director of sales and marketing for ViWinTech Windows and
Doors. His focus will be developing new territories, new product
development and increasing
brand awareness.

OBITUARY

IGMA’s Allison Beck Passes Away

Allison
Beck

Allison Beck, administrator for the Insulating Glass Manfuacturers
Allliance (IGMA) passed away at the end of April after a brave battle
with cancer. Beck has worked for the industry since joining the
Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance of Canada (IGMAC) team in
1995 and was part of the transformation team after the merger with
the Sealed Insulating Glass Manufacturers Association (SIGMA) in
October 2000. She organized IGMA events and in the past few years
had managed the IGMAC Certification Program.

PROMOTIONS

Western Window Systems
Promotes and Hires
Western Window Systems has
changed its operations team. Scott
Gates has been named vice president
and general manager and Garvin
Peterson is the new operations director of the Phoenix-based company.
Though Gates will continue to
oversee Western’s marketing efforts,
he will take on a broader role in managing the day-to-day functions of
Western’s business, a task that company executives describe as “a perfect
fit for his attention-to-detail persona.”
Gates will work closely with
Peterson, who comes to the company
with extensive experience in manufacturing, having worked at Motorola
for more than 20 years. He is being
tasked with using that extensive
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Locked position

The next generation combination lock and tilt latch system named the Harmony™ System —
integrates the check rail lock and tilt latch together in a manner which creates a new level of
installation ease. This integrated system has been designed to allow the homeowner to
activate the lock and tilt latches from the same device.
WHEN JUST ONE LOCK POINT IS NEEDED—ASK ABOUT TRUTH’S FUSION™ LOCK
OCK & LATCH SYSTEM.

Unlocked position

Scan this QRR code with
your smart phone to
learn
earn more about the
Harmony™ SSystem.
ÇääÊ7iÃÌÊ À`}iÊ-ÌÀiiÌÊUÊ"Ü>Ì>]Ê ÊxxäÈä
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knowledge to lead Western’s plant
managers and help make it an industry leader in production efficiency.

Thermal Promotes Hardie
and Adds Southeast Rep
Thermal Industries, a division of
Atrium Corp., has promoted
Richard Hardie to regional operations manager. He has been with
the company for 32 years.
“During Richard’s 32 years of service at Thermal Industries, he has
been instrumental in helping define
the operational methods of our distribution facilities around the country,” says Scott Jeffreys, vice president of sales. “In most recent years,
he has been very helpful in supporting the efforts of our East Coast distribution facilities, and we have
decided to expand his role to the
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entire distribution network.”
The company has also named
Brian Goans as sales representative
for its southeast territory of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia
and Eastern Tennessee.
Goans
comes
to
Thermal
Industries with more than 20 years of
experience in the window industry,
including 18 years with Thermal
Guard and five years with Alside.

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Fenestration Canada Names
New Executive Director
After an extensive search
process, Fenestration Canada
announced the appointment of
Robert H. Rivard as its new executive director effective immediately.
Rivard is a fluently bilingual professional with more than 20 years
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experience managing
national trade associations and more than
seven years project
management experience with the sector
council program funded
Robert H.
by Human Resources
Rivard
and Skills Development
Canada. He comes to the association
with demonstrated ability to lead
and manage organizations through
appropriate governance models and
operational policies. He is also an
astute financial manager overseeing
budgets and deployment of funds
with fiscal discipline.
“We are very pleased to have
Robert as our new director and we
very much look forward to working
with him,” says Yvan Houle, president, Fenestration Canada.
❙

Things aren’t
what they

seem...

www.dwmmag.com
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NowShowing
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

June 4-6 2013
Window and Door
Manufacturers Association
Technical Conference
Sponsored by the WDMA.
Milwaukee, Wis.
❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

June 9-12, 2013
AAMA National Summer
Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Rosemont, Ill.

Woodworking & Furnishings
Suppliers
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
❙❙➤ http://awfsfair.org/

October 16-18, 2013
Remodeling Show
McCormick Place, Chicago

September 10-12, 2013
GlassBuild America
Georgia World Congress
Center
Atlanta

October 27-30, 2013
AAMA National Fall
Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Marriott Waterfront
Baltimore, Md.

❙❙➤ www.glassbuild
america.com

❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

July 15-16, 2013
NWDA Summer Meeting
Sponsored by Northeast
Window and Door
Association
Harrisburg Hilton
Harrisburg, Pa.

September 9-11
MMPA Industrywide
Moulding and Millwork
Event
Sponsored by the Moulding
and Millwork Producers
Association.
Le Rivage Hotel
Sacramento, Calif.

❙❙➤ www.nwda.net

❙❙➤ www.wmmpa.com

❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

July 24-27, 2013
AWFS Fair
Sponsored by Association of

❙❙➤ www.remodeling
show.com

October 31, 2013
Fenestration Day™ 2013
Sponsored by DWM
Magazine
Renaissance Schaumburg
Convention Center Hotel
Schaumburg, Ill.
❙❙➤ www.dwmmag.com/
feneday

November 3-7, 2013
Association of Millwork
Distributors Annual
Conference
Sponsored by AMD
Cobb Galleria Convention
Center
Atlanta
❙❙➤ www.amdweb.com

November 12-14, 2013
Win-door North America
Metro Toronto Convention
Center
Toronto
❙❙➤ www.windoor
show.com

November 20-22, 2013
Greenbuild
Sponsored by the USGBC
Philadelphia
❙❙➤ www.greenbuild
expo.org

❙

To submit events for the calendar
email ttaffera@glass.com
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Phone

All Metal Stamping Inc.
Caldwell Manufacturing Co.
Cardinal IG
DS Group
Erdman Automation
GM Wood Products
Pacific Architectural Millwork
PRL Glass Systems Inc.
Prodim
Quanex Building Products
REHAU
Roto North America
Royal Building Products
Royal Building Products
Skyreach L&S Extrusions Corp.
Smith Case
Strybuc Industries
Sturtz Machinery Inc.
SureFire Systems Inc.
Truth Hardware
Vision Hardware
Woodware Systems

715/223-6324
585/352-3790
952/935-1722
888/520-9009
763/389-9475
800/530-9211
562/905-3200
877/775-2586
888/229-3328
713/961-4600
800/247-9445
800/243-0893
866/777-1210
866/852-2791
866/903-8800
855/774-7974
800/352-0800
330/405-0444
407/699-1862
800/866-7884
800/220-4756
901/763-3999

Fax
715/223-3352
585/352-3729
952/935-5538
800/567-2887
763/389-9757
231/652-3166
562/694-6794
877/274-8800
772/465-8700
713/877-5333
703/777-3053
860/526-8390
905/850-9184
905/850-9184
866/302-8899
336/774-7949
610/534-3201
330/405-0445
407/699-4565
507/451-5655
908/822-2269
901/763-4064

Web Address
www.allmetalstamping.com
www.caldwellmfgco.com
www.cardinalcorp.com
www.thedsgroup.com
www.erdmanautomation.com
www.gmcompanies.com
www.pacmillwork.com
www.prlglass.com
www.prodim-systems.com
www.mikronwood.com
www.na.rehau.com
www.rotohardware.com
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
www.skyreachls.com
www.smithcase.com
www.strybuc.com
www.sturtz.com
www.surefireonline.net
www.truth.com
www.visionhardware.com
www.woodwaresystems.com

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.dwmmag.com.

Make sure you are
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
763/389-9475
fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
50
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Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Door Components
Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Jamb Adjusters
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Patio Door Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Muntin Tapes
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Thresholds
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Stiffeners
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Door Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Weatherstrip, Doors
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Handles
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390
Multipoint Locks
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com

>I

Doors
Tru Tech Doors
20 Vaughan Valley Blvd.
Vaughan, ONT L4H 0B1
Canada
905/856-0096
fax: 905/856-2096
www.trutechdoors.com
info@trutechdoors.com
Fire-Rated Doors
SaftiFirst Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
888/653-3333
fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Airspacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Connectors
Eduard Kronenberg
GmbH “EK”
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
42655 Solingen, Germany
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de
Muntin Bars
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Sealants
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Spacers
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Production Lines
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Spacers
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com

Window Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

Operators
Roto North America
14 Inspiration Lane
Chester, CT 06412
800/243-0893
fax: 860/526-8390

Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy St., Ste. 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com
Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
info@caisoft.com

Window Hardware
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.,
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
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Vision Industries
500 Metuchen Road
South Plainfield NJ 07080
800/220-4756
Fax 800/294-0743
www.visionhardware.com
sales@visionhardware.com
Window Screens
Quanex Building Products
1800 West Loop South
Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027
740/439-2338
www.quanex.com
Windows
Vinyl Windows
Rehau Corporation
1501 Edwards Ferry Rd., NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
703/777-5255
Fax: 703/777-3053
rehau.mailbox@rehau.com
na.rehau.com
❙

To place your Supplier’s
Guide listing, please
contact Tina Czar at
tczar@glass.com
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WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com

Industry Services

Window Components
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

CUSTOM PROFILE EXTRUSIONS
You’re probably paying too much if you’re buying some
place else! Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290 sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950
June 2013
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Industry Indices
HOUSING STATS

All Indicators are Pointing Up
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The Natural Solution
for Rot-Free Door Systems
DURA-FRAME™ is: Alaskan Yellow
Cypress, one of the planet’s most
durable rot resistant woods, finger
jointed to the bottom of a premium
pine frame component.

s Door Frames
s Brick Mould
s Mull Posts
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The Next Generation of High
Performance Door Frames.
DURA-TECH is a 12 mil rigid PVC film
bonded with permanent waterproof
exterior polyurethane glue to our
lifetime rot resistant Dura-Frame
substrate system.

s Mull Casing
s Custom
Components

www.gmcompanies.com

Premium Stain-Grade
Door Components
s
s
s
s
s
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Worry-Free
Composite Frames
DURA-PLAST is a poly-fiber door-frame
system that combines all the strength
and convenience of wood with enhanced
properties that make it moisture, rot, and
insect resistant.

